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Incoming letter dated December 18,2014 AVG 06 ty

Dear Mr. Lohr:

This is in responseto your letters dated December 18,2014 and January7,2015
concerning the shareholderproposal submitted to Boeing by David Almasi. We also
have received letters from the proponent dated January2, 2015 andJanuary22,2015.
Copies of all of the correspondence on which this response is basedwill be made
available on our website at http://www.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin/cf-noaction/14a-8.shtml.
For your reference, a brief discussion of the Division's informal procedures regarding
shäreholderproposals is also available at the same website address.

Sincerely,

Matt S.McNair

Special Counsel

Enclosure

ec: David Almasi

dalmasi@nationalcenter.org



January 27,2015

Response of the Office of Chief Counsel
Division of Corporation Finance

Re: Tlie Boeing Company
Incoming letter dated December 18,2014

The proposal requests that theboard consider issuing a semiannual report
disclosing specified information concerning the company's charitable contributions.

There appearsto be some basisfor your view that Boeing may exclude the
proposal under rule 14a-8(f). We note that the proponent appears to have failed to
supply, within 14 days of receipt of Boeing's request, documentary support sufficiently
evidencing that he satisfied the minimum ownership requirement for the one-year period
as required by rule 14a-8(b). Accordingly, we will not recommend enforcement action to
the Commission if Boeing omits the proposal from its proxy materials in reliance on
rules 14a-8(b) and 14a-8(f). In reaching this position, we have not found it necessary to
address the alternative basis for omission upon which Boeing relies.

Sincerely,

Luna Bloom
Attorney-Advisor



DIVISION OF CORPORATION FINANCE
INFORMAL PRÖCEDURES REGARDING SHAREHOLDER PROPOSALS

The Division öf Corporation Finance believes that its responsibility eith respect to
matters arising under Rule 14a-8 [17 CFR 240.14a-8], as with other matter under the proxy
rules, is to aid those who must comply with the rule by offering informal advice and suggestions
and to determine, initially, whether or not it may be appropriate in a particular matter to
recommendenforcement action to the Commission. In connection with a shareholderproposal
under Rule 14a-8, the Division's staff considers the information furnished to it by the Company
in support of its intention to exclude the proposals from the Company's proxy materials, as well
as any information furnished by the proponent or the proponent's representative.

Although Rule 14a-8(k) does not require any communications from shareholders to the
Commission's staff, the staff will always consider information concerning alleged violations of
the statutes administered by the Commission, including argument as to whether or not activities
proposed to be taken would be violative of the statute or rule involved. The receipt by the staff
of such information, however, should not be construed as changing the staff's informal
procedures and proxy review into a formal or adversary procedure.

It is important to note that the staff's and Commission's no-action responses to
Rule 14a-8(j) submissions reflect only informal views. The determinations reached in these
no-action letters do not and cannot adjudicate the merits of a company's position with respect to
the proposal. Only a court such asa U.S.District Court can decide whether a company is
obligated to include shareholders proposals in its proxy materials. Accordingly a discretionary
determination not to recommend or take Commission enforcement action, does not preclude a
proponent, or any shareholder of a company, from pursuing any rights he or she may have
against the company in court, should the management omit the proposal from the company's
proxy material.



January 22, 2015

Via Email: shareholderproposals@sec.gov

Office of Chief Counsel
Division of Corporation Finance
Securiñes and Exchange Commission
100F Street, NE
Washington, DC 20549

RE: Stockholder Proposal of David Almasi, Securities Exchange Act of 1934 - Rule
14a-8

Dear Sir or Madam,

This letter is in response to the letter of Gregory Vogelsperger on behalf of the Boeing
Company (the "Company") dated January 7, 2015 augmenting the Company's December
18, 2014 letter, requesting that your office (the "Commission" or "Staff") take no action
if the Company omits my Shareholder Proposal (the "Proposal") from its 2015 proxy
materials for its 2015 annual shareholdermeeting.

RESPONSE TO BOEING'S CLAIMS

As an initial matter, I reassert each argument that I made in my response to Boeing's
initial request that was dated January 2, 2015.

The Company may not omit my Proposal since it is in possessionof all my required
ownership documentation and the Company hasacknowledged that it has not
implemented my proposal.

Section I. The Company May Not Exclude the Proposal Under Rule 14a-8(b) and Rule
14a-8(f)(1) Because the Company is in Possessionof the Ownership Documents,
Confirming that I am Indeed a Company Shareholder Eligible to Submit a Proposal

In Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14F(October 18,2011)("SLB 14F"), the Commission
clarified what was required for proof of ownership letters when the proponent's bank or
broker is not a DTC participant:
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If the DTC participant knows the shareholder's broker or
bank's holdings, but doesnot know the shareholder's
holdings, a shareholder could satisfy Rule 14a-8(b)(2)(i) by
obtaining and submitting two proof of ownership
statements verifying that, at the time the proposal was
submitted, the required amount of securities were

nontinuouslyheld for at leastone year -one from the
shareholder's broker or bank confirming the shareholder s
oenershi p.and the other fi·om the DTC participant
-onfirming the broker or bank's ownership. (Emphasis

added).

The Company has the two letters that satisfy my duty under SLB 14F. The Company's
main argument seemsto be that the letter from Pershing (the DTC participant) is dated
differently than my Proposal: therefore, it is invalid. In footnote one on page five of its
most recent letter, the Company cites to a string of Staff decisions that it claims shows
that this date difference means that the Pershing letter is invalid.. In fact, each of these
Staff decisions is irrelevant to the present matter.

In each instance that the Company cites, the proponent's ownership materials were dated
prior to their respective proposals. Rule 14a-8 clearly states that a proponent must "have
continuously held at least $2,000 ... for at least one year by the date [the proponent]
submits the proposal." This makes sense because, if the ownership letter predates the
Proposal, a proponent might sell his securities prior to submitting his resolution. That is
not the case here.

The Pershing letter is dated after the Proposal was sent. If anything, this just proves that I
continued to own the Company's stock on December 8, 2014. As clearly explained in
SLB 14F.the DTC letter is to "confirm[] the broker or bank's ownership." The
Company hasmultiple letters from my broker, Benjamin F.Edwards & Co.,confirming
that it has beneficially and continuously held 43 shares of the Company's common stock
for me for more than a year prior to the submission of my Proposal. The Pershing letter
validates the ownership as described by Benjamin F.Edwards.

When read in conjunction, and not in separate vacuums, the "two proof of ownership
statements verify[] that, at the time the proposal was submitted, the required amount of
securities were continuously held for at least one year." SLB 14F. Therefore, the
Company may not exclude my proposal in reliance on Rule 14a-8(b) and Rule 14a-
8(f)(l).

Section II. The Company May Not Exclude the Proposal Under Rule 14a-8(f)(1)
Based on Any Potential Flaw in the Pershing Letter Because Pershing is Unfamiliar
With Its Role in the Proxy Process
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Even if the Staff concurs with the Company that the Pershing letter is flawed, fairness

and equity command that the Staff should still allow my ownership materials.

The Company strains probity when it calls my assessment of Pershing, "preposterous."
What is preposterous is the Company's view of the record in this matter. As I noted in
my initial letter, included in the ownership materials that I sent to the Company, is a
email from SusanHedman of Benjamin F.Edwards to me dated December 54201 Ms.
Hedman was responsible for contacting Pershing, LLC on my behalf. Despite my
eepeatedinsistence that Pershing (as the DTC participant) must provide an ownership
lettee,she was repeatedly detiied such by Pershing. I also forwarded the proxy rules
Boeing's deficiency letter and all attended documents to try to educate Pershing on this
matter. Despite this, Pershing refused to provide the letter and wrote:

The opinion of Pershing is that the account owner should a
submit the trade confirmations as well as the account

statements that cover the intervening period along with the
cover letter from B.F.Edwards. The totality of that

information will in fact prove up his claim.

After seeing that email, how can the Company continue to claim that Pershing knows its
proper role in the no-action process? The evidence is clear..Pershing thinks it has no role
whatsoever. Pershing's clear opinion, as expressedin its email to Benjamin F.Edwards,
is that the proponent should submit trade confirmations andaccount statements to
confirm ownership. Pershing doesnot believe it needs to submit any documentation.
Furthermore. Pershing does not think Benjamin F.Edwards should submit any
documentation either.

Clearly, Pershing is unaware of its role in the proxy process as clearly articulated by the
Commission. For the Company to claim otherwise is preposterous.

The Company cites Pershing's vast resources as proof that it possesses great acumen and
awareness of its role in the proxy process. This non sequitur has nothing to do with the
present matter. Pershing hasmade its opinion known. Its opinion is wrong. But it is
clear.

For the above reasons, the Proposal may not be omitted under Rule 14a-8(b) and Rule
14a-8(f)(1).

Section III. The Proposal Cannot Be Excluded Under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) Because the
Company Does Not Have a List of Its Charitable Contributions Published on Its
Website

Under Rule 14a-8(i)(10), a company may exclude a shareholder proposal if it can
meaningfully demonstrate that "the company has already substantially implemented the
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proposal." Rule 14a-8(i)(10) exclusion is "designed to avoid the possibility of
shareholders having to consider matters which already have beenfavorably acted upon

by management." See Exchange Act Release No. 12598 (regarding predecessor to Rule
14a- 8(i)(10))(Emphasis added). A company can be said to have"substantially
implemented" a proposal where its "policies, practices and procedures compare favorably
with theeguidelines of the proposaL"d'ee Texaco, Inc. (avail. MareIì 8. 1991).

My Proposal calls for a report to be issuedto the Company website that discloses each of
Boeing's dharitable donations. This-report is to be updated semiennually. The Company
does not have such a report.

The Company's documentation that purports to show its substantial implementation of
my Proposal is devoid of this information. As I noted in my previous tetter, I spoke with
Boeing offitials Mr. Vogelsperger and-Michael F.Lohr on December 18,2014,and they
confirmed that the Company does not have a listing of each of its charitable contributions
on its website and that the Board is resistant to doing so.

Until it lists each and every one of its charitable contributions on its website, the

Company cannot be said to have implemented my Proposal.

Forthmibow reasens4eaCoraggyme antedade Nyhapeal indeliandeen Relie
14aeSQXt0).

The Company hasclearly failed to meet its burden that it may exclude our Proposal under
Rule 14a-8(g). Therefore, based upon the analysis set forth above, I respectfully request
that the Staff reject Boeing's request for a no-action letter concerning my Proposal.

A copy of this correspondence has been timely provided to the Company. If I can
provide additional materials to address any queries the Staff may have with respect to this
letter, please do not hesitate to calLgymata-oss Memorandum M-07-16***

havid Al así

oc Gregory Vogelsperger, The Boeing Company
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BY EMAIL

US.Securitiesand Exphan ommission "
Division of Corporation Fin iice
Office of ChiefCounsel
100F Street,N.E.
Washington, D.C.20549
shareholderproposals@sec.gov

Re: Shareholder Proposal Relating to a Charitable Giving Report

Dear Sir or Madam:

This letter relates to the no-action request byThe Boeing Company ("Boeing," the "Company"or
"we") dated December 18,2014 (the "Original Letter") that seeks to exclude a shareholder
proposal (the "Proposal")submitted by David Almasi (the "Proponent")for inclusion in Boeing's
proxy materials for its 2015 Annual Meeting of Shareholders(the "ProxyMaterials"). By a letter
datedJanuary2,2015 (the "Response")to the Office of the ChiefCounsel, theProponent asserted
that the relief sought in the Original Letter should not be granted.For the reasonsset forth in the
Original Letter and below, Boeing continues to believe that it may properly omit the Proposalfrom
the Proxy Materials. In accordance with Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14D (Nov. 7, 2008)
("SLB 14D"),we are emailing this letter to the Staff at shareholderproposals@sec.govand are
sending a copy of this letter to the Proponent. Capitalized terms usedbut not defined herein shall
have themeanings set forth in the OriginalLetter.

BOEING MAY EXCLUDE THE PROPOSAL FROM THE PROXY MATERIALS
PURSUANT TO RULE 14a-8(f)(I) BECAUSE THE PROPONENT FAILED TO PROVIDE
REQUISITE PROOF OF CONTINUOUS STOCK OWNERSHIP IN RESPONSE TO
BOEING'S EXPLICIT AND PROPER REQUEST FOR THAT INFORMATION

Inadequate Proofof Ownership. The Responsemisinterprets the clear language of Staff Legal
Bulletin No.14F(October 18,2011) ("SLB 14F")with respect to proof of ownership letters when
the proponent's bank or broker is not a DTC participant.The Proponent correctly states that the
Company is in possessionof a letter from Pershing, LLC (the "Pershing Letter") confirming that
the Proponent's introducing broker, Benjamin F.Edwards & Co.(the"Introducing Broker"),holds
shares for the benefit of the Proponent, but the Pershing Letter does not confirm that the
Introducing Broker hasheld these sharesfor at leastoneyear. The Proponent argues that "Pershing
cannot write the letter that Boeing suggestsas it doesnot know [the Proponent's] holdings,"but
Boeing never requestedthat Pershing confirm the Proponent'sholdings of the required amount of
securities for at leastone year. Boeing requested that Pershing confirm the Introducing Broker's
holdings of the required amount of securities for at least one year. The Pershing Letter never
addressesthe length of time that the Introducing Broker hasheld the Company'ssecurities,and
without a statement to this effect, the Pershing Letter and the letter provided by the Introducing
Broker regarding the Proponent's holdings in the records of the Introducing Broker, even when
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taken together, are deficient to satisfactorily prove that the Proponent is eligible to submit a
shareholderproposal in accordance with Rule 14a-8(f)(1) and SLB 14F.

Even if the Staff were inclined to provide the Proponent with relief for the reasondiscussedin the
Response,the Pershing1etter confirms the Introducing Broker's holdingsasof December 8;2014,
not as of November IK 2014, the date the Proposal was submitted. Rule 14a-8 clearly states that
a proponent must"havicontinuously held at least$2,000 in market value,ör:l%, of thecompany's¼
securities entitled to vote on the proposal at the meeting for at least one year by the date [the
proponent] submits the proposal," and the Deficiency Notice made clear that this requirement
applies to the proof of ownership from the DTC participant. For this reason alone, the Company
should be permitted to omit the Proposal from the Proxy Materials.'

No Basis for Relieffrom the Requirements of Rule 14a-8. The Responseadvocates that the
Proponentis "entitled" to equitable relief or more time to obtain a new DTC ownership letter. The
Company respectfully requeststhat the Staff review the facts anddeny the Proponent's request for
such relief. As the Staff itself recognized in SLB 14F,"the requirements of Rule 14a-8(b) are
highly prescriptive andcan cause inconveniencefor shareholderswhen submitting proposals." As
discussedin the Original Letter, Boeing provided timely and clear notice to the Proponent on the
deficiencies with the Proposal, consistent with the Staff's guidance inSLB 14F.

The Proponent's claim that Pershing "does not understand its role in the proxy process" is
preposterousas Pershing is the "#1clearing firm in the U.S."(according to its website) and its
clients range from "full service, institutional and independent firms to self-directed and bank-
affiliated broker-dealers (that} span the globe." In addition, Pershing is a member of FINRA,
NYSE and SIPC and is a BNY Mellon company (which is an NYSE-listed company with
approximately $28 trillion in assetsunder custody and/or administration and $1.6trillion in assets
under management).

Consistentwith Rule 14a-8 and theprecedentcited in the Original Letter, the Staff hasconsistently
concurred in the exclusion of shareholder proposals based on a proponent's failure to timely
provide satisfactory evidence of eligibility. The Proponent has not provided timely and
satisfactory evidence of eligibility asoutlined in the Original Letter and hasno basisfor requesting
multiple opportunities to correct a deficiency when Boeing has provided timely notice of the
deficiencies and described the requirements for correcting such defleiencies in a manner that is

seedonicasrorp (Mar 24,2012[(letterfrombrokersiasingownershipias of November2 2nl I wasínsufficient
do proveecontinuous ownership Tor one year as of November 30; 201i,2the date the proposa!warsubmitied);
internationalBusiness Machines Corp.(Óec.7;2007)(letterfromárokerstating ownershipas of October 1522007
wasinsufficient to prove continuousownershipfor oneyearas of October22,2007,the date the proposal was
submitted);The Home Depor, jesca(Feb.3 2Oo7)(letter from broker stasingownership from November 7,2005 to
November 7;2006 wasinsufficient to prove continuous ownershipfor oneyear asof October 19 2046 the date
theproposalwassubmittedJtSempra Energy (Jan.1,2006)(letter frombrokerstatingownershipfrom October24,
2004 to October24,2005wasinsufficierstioprovecontinuous ownership for one year asof Octóber31,2005 the
datethe proposalwas submitted);
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consistent with the guidance contained in SLB 14F.To the contrary, Boeing may exclude a
proposai pursuant to Rule 14a-8(b) and Rule 14a-8(f)(1) if "the shareholder timely respondsbut
doesnot citre the eligibility or procedural defect(s)."SeeSection C.6,Staff Legal Bulletin No.14
(July 13 2001).

BOEING MAY EXCLUDE THE PROPOSAL FROM THE PROXY MATERIALS
PURSUANT TO RULE 14a-8(i)(10) BECAUSE BOEING HAS SUBSTANTIALLY
IMPLEMENTED THE PROPOSAL ii.

The entirety of the Response'sargument opposing exclusion pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(10) appears
to be that Boeing does not publish on its website or elsewhere a "report or public document that
listseach of its charitable contributions"[emphasis in the original]. The Proposal, however,does
not seek sucha list. Moreover, the Responsedoesnot addressthe Staff's prior concurrencein the
exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) of a nearly identical proposal when the issuer also had not
published an itemized list of charitable contributions.

The Proposal,which is quoted in full in theOriginal Letter, includes no words or phrasesindicating
that the Proposal seekspublic disclosure of lists of all charitable contributions. The Response's
argument seemsto rest on the unsupportable implication that the mere use of the words "which,"
"such," and "each"(which the Responsetakes care to emphasize) to modify "organizations" or
"contributions" necessarily requires an itemized list of every one of the Company's charitable
contributions. As set forth in the Original Letter, the Company already discloses on its website all
of the information that is requested in the Proposal.

In PG&E Corporation (Mar. 10,2010),the Staff concurred in the exclusion of a proposal very
similar to the Proposalon the grounds that the company already hadwebsite disclosure addressing
the various elementsof the proposal. While the issuer in PG&E Corporation, like Boeing, did not
publish an itemized list of its charitable contributions, the Staff concluded that existing website
disclosure constituted substantial implementation of the proposal. The Response does not
mention, let alone attempt to distinguish, the Staff's concurrence on the exclusion of this nearly
identical proposal.The Response also doesnot attempt to distinguish the several other examples
cited in the Original Letter in which the Staff concurred in the exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(l)of
proposals requesting corporate disclosures.

Finally,while not directly related to the Pioposal theResponseassertsthat Boeing officialsorally
"confirmed" that Boeing "does not havea listing of eachof its charitable contributions andthat
the Boardis reestantto doing so.''On the contraty,the Company maintains-and hasmaintained
for years-detailed records of eachof its charitable contributions.

* * *
As set forth above, the Proposal should be excludable pursuant to either Rule 14a è  )œ_`_or
Rule 14a-8(i)(10),and the Company respectfullytequests that the Staff confirm that it will not
recommendany enforcement action if the Proposal is excluded from the ProxyMaterials.
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If the Staff hasanyquestions with respect to the foregoing, or if for atty reasonthe Staff doesnot
agree that the Companymay omit the Proposal from its ProxyMaterials,pleasedo not hesitateto
contact meat (712)544-2832 or gregory.c.vogelsperger@boeing;«En

i Very truly yours

Gregory C.Vogelsperger
Chief Counsel-Securities,
Finance & Governance

ec: DavidAlmasi
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Via Email: shareholdesproposals@sec.gov

Office of Chief Counsel
Division of Corpomiion Finance
Securities and Exchange Commission
100F Street, NE
Washington, DC 20549

RE: Stockholder Proposal of David Almasi, Securities Exchange Act of 1934 - Rule
14a-8

Dear Sir or Madam,

This letter is in responseto the letter of Michael F.Lohr on behalf of the Boeing
Company (the "Company") dated December 18,2014, requesting that your office (the
"Commission" or "Staff") take no action if the Company omits my Shareholder Proposal
(the "Proposal") from its 2015 proxy materials for its 2015 annual shareholder meeting.

RESPONSE TO BOEING'S CLAIMS

The Company may not omit my Proposal since it is in possessionof all my required
ownership documentation and the Company hasacknowledged that it has not
implemented my proposal.

The Company has the burden of persuading the Staff that it may exclude our Proposal
from its 2015 proxy materials. Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14 (CF) (July 13,2001) ("SLB
14"). For the following reasons,the Company hasfallen well short of this burden.

Section I. The Company May Not Exclude the Proposal Under Rule 14a-8(b) and Rule
14a-8(f)(1) Because the Company is in Possessionof the Ownership Documents,
Confirming that I am Indeed a Company Shareholder Eligible to Submit a Proposal

In Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14F (October 18, 2011)("SLB 14F"), the Commission
clarified what was required for proof of ownership letters when the proponent's bank or
broker is not a DTC participant:
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. If the DTC participant knows the shareholder's broker or
bank's holdings, but doesnot know the shareholder's
holdings, a shareholder could satisfy Rule 14a-8(b)(2)(i) by
obtaining and submitting two proof of ownership

. . statementseerifying that, at the time the proposal was
submitted, the required amount ofsecurities were
continuously held for at leastone year - one from the
shareholder's broker or bank confirming the shareholder's
ownershipaand the other from the DTC participant
confirming the broker or bank's ownership. (Emphasis
added).

The Company is in possession of the two letters described in SLB 14F. First, the
Company has multiple letters from my broker, Benjamin F.Edwards & Co.,confirming
that it hasbeneficially andcontinuously held 43 shares of the Company's common stock
for me for more than a year prior to the submission of my Proposal.The Company's no-
action requestcontains these letters. However, Benjamin F.Edwards & Co.is not a DTC
participant. Yet, the Company is also in possessionof a letter from Pershing, LLC, "the
DTC participant [which] confirm[s] the broker or bank's ownership." SLB 14F. Just as
the Staff instructed, the Pershing letter confirms Benjamin Edwards's ownership. The
Company is twisting the language of SLB 14F to suggest that the DTC letter must
provide more information than is required by the Commission's clear guidance. But that
is not possible. As the Commission's guidance makes crystal clear, this in an instance in
which the "DTC participant knows the shareholder's broker or bank's holdings, but does
not know the shareholder's holdings."Pershing cannot write the letter that Boeing
suggests as it doesnot know my holdings.

When read in conjunction, and not in separate vacuums, the "two proof of ownership
statements verify[] that, at the time the proposal was submitted, the required amount of
securities were continuously held for at least one year." SLB 14F. Therefore, the
Company may not exclude my proposal in reliance on Rule 14a-8(b) and Rule 14a-
8(f)(1).

Section II. The Company May Not Exclude the Proposal Under Rule 14a-8(f)(1)
Because I am Entitled to Equitable Relief or More Time to Obtain a New DTC
Ownership Letter

Assuming argundo that the Staff agrees with the Company that the DTC letter must
contain information beyond what is contemplated by SLB 14F, simple equity dictates that
the Staff should still allow my ownership materials. As an initial matter, I am not
allowed to communicate with Pershing, LLC. As I am not a Pershing client, my attempts
to communicate directly with them were denied. I was at the mercy of Benjamin F.
Edwards.
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Included in the ownership materials that I sent to the Company is an email from Susan
Hedman of Benjamin F.Edwards to me dated December 5, 2014. Ms. Hedman was
responsible for contacting Pershing, LLC on my behalf. Despite my repeated assistance
that Pershing (as the DTC participant) must provide a letter, she was repeatedly denied by
Pershing. Pershing refused to provide the letter and wrote: .a are

The opinio f Pershing is that the acÃunt owner should inn Éietrade
confirmations as well as the account statements that cover the intervening

period along with the cover letter from B.F.Edwards.The totality of that
information will in fact prove up his claim.

This is,of course, completely wrong. As is quite clear from the December 5, 2014 email,
Pershing had no knowledge of its obligations as a DTC participant in the shareholder
proposal process. It certainly is not my job to educate Pershing on the proxy rules. How
could it be? I am not allowed to communicate with anyone at that company. If the DTC
participants are unwilling or uninformed on what documentation to provide, what remedy
is left to proponents in the no-action determination process? I repeatedly provided
Benjamin F.Edwards employees with the proxy rules and requested that they forward
them to Pershing. Only after extreme imploring and demands did Pershing provide the
letter contained in the ownership materials. The hours that were spent emailing and
calling Benjamin F.Edwards to try and pry a simple ownership letter from Pershing are
too many to be logged.

Extraordinary effort was needed because I am not allowed to talk with Pershing, and
Pershing obviously does not understand its role in the proxy process. As an individual
with no account with them, I have no authority to remedy either of those failures. If there
was ever a situation that called for equitable relief, it is mine.

Furthermore, there is no Commission mandate allowing the Company to automatically
exclude a proposal for an alleged failure to cure a defect within the 14-day window.
According to the Commission, "[fjailure to cure the defect(s) or respond in a timely
manner may result in exclusion of the proposal." SLB 14(emphasis added). The
Commission's guidance is clear that failure to cure a defect is not a sine qua non leading
to automatic exclusion. The Commission intentionally chose to use the permissive
"may" rather than absolute, mandatory terms suchas "shall" or "must." At this time, this
correspondence and the Company's no-action letter can be submitted to Benjamin F.
Edwards to submit to Pershing. PerhapsPershing will now realize it has obligations it
must fulfill as a DTC participant.

For the above reasons,the Proposal may not be omitted under Rule 14a-8(b) and Rule
14a-8(f)(1).

Section III. The Proposal Cannot Be Excluded Under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) Because the
Company Has Not Implemented My Proposal in Any Meaningful Sense, and its
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Supposed Prior Implementation of the Proposal Does Not Include the Most
Fundamental Element of My Proposal

Under Rule 14a-8(i)(10), a company may exclude a shareholder proposal if it can
meaningfully demonstrate that p'thecompany hasalready substantially implemented the
proposal." Rule 14a-8(i)(10)exclusion is "designed to avoid the possibility of
shareholdershaving to consider matters which already have beenfavorably acted upon
by management."See Exchange Act Release No. 12598(regarding predecessor to Rule
14a 8(i)(10))(Emphasis added). A company can be said to have "substantially
implemented" a proposal where its "policies, practices ändprocedures compare fasorably
with the guidelines of the proposal." See Texaco.Inc. (avail. March 8, 1991).

The Company deceptively edited my Proposal in its no-action request to circumvent the
clear fact that it has not implemented it in any meaningful way. The Company claims
that my Proposal calls for four disclosures:"(a) the standards for selecting recipient
organizations, (b) the rationale, if any, for the contributions, (c) the intended purpose of
the contributions and (d) the benefits to others of the contributions." Whether the
Company hassubstantially implemented that language is irrelevant. That is not my
Proposal.

My Proposal asks the Board to consider issuing a report that discloses "the Company's
standards for choosing which organizations receive the Company's assets in the form of
charitable contributions, the rationale, if any, for such contributions, the intended purpose
of each of the charitable contributions and, if appropriate, the benefits to others of the
Company's charitable works." (Emphasis added).

The Company does not have a report or public document that lists each of its charitable
contributions as called for in my Proposal. The Company cannot list the intended
purpose of each charitable contribution without first listing eachcharitable contribution.

The Company's documentation that purports to show its substantial implementation of
my Proposal is devoid of this information. I also spoke with Boeing officials Gregory C.
Vogelsperger and Mr. Lohr on December 18,2014, and they confirmed that the Company
does not have a listing of each of its charitable contributions and that the Board is
resistant to doing so. In light of this admission, it is rather odd that the Company now
claims that it has implemented my Proposal. The Company and its officials know full
well what my Proposal asks for, knows it doesn't have this information available for its
shareholders, knows that the Board of Directors does not want this information made

available andyet it maintains that it has implemented my Proposal. The Company knows
this isn't true.

Until it lists eachand every charitable contribution it makes, the Company cannot be said
to have implemented my Proposal. At that time, it would be useful to consider the

intended purposeof each of the contributions. But until such time, it is a premature
inquiry.
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For the above reasons, the Company may not exclude my Proposal in reliance on Rule
14a-8(i)(10).

Conclusion 3

The Company hamelearly failed to meet its burden that it may excluderaar Proposal under
Rule 14a-8(g)5 Tlierefore, based upon the analysis set forth above(I respectfully request
that the Staff refectBoeing's request for a no-action retter concernittg triy ProposaL

A copy of this correspondencehasbeen timely provided to the Company. IfI can
provide additional materials to address any queries the Staff may haveyith respect toihia
letter, pleasedo nóthesitate to cahmaataOMB Memorandum M-07-16***
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cet MinhaetF. Lohr; The BoeingCompany
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Assistant General counse, Chicago, IL 60606-1596

& corporate Secretary

December 18, 2014

BY EMAIL
U.S.Securities andExchange Commission
Division of Corporation Finance
Office of Chief Counsel

100F Street, N.E M
Washington, D.C.20549
shareholderproposals @sec.gov

Re: Shareholder Proposal Relating to a Charitable Giving Report

Dear Sir or Madam:

The Boeing Company ("Boeing," the "Company" or "yte") received a shareholder proposal
and statement in support thereof (the "Proposal") from David Almasi (the "Proponent") for
inclusion in the proxy statement to be distributed to the Company's shareholders in connection
with its 2015 Annual Meeting of Shareholders (the "Proxy Materials"). Copies of the Proposal
and all related correspondence are attached to this letter asExhibit A. The Company believes that
it may properly omit the Proposal from the Proxy Materials in reliance on (1) Rule 14a-8(b) of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934,as amended (the "Act") and Rule 14a-8(f)(1) of the Act because
the Proponent failed to provide requisite proof of continuous stock ownership in response to
Boeing's explicit and proper request for that information and (2) Rule 14a-8(i)(10) of the Act
because Boeing hasalready substantially implemented the Proposal.We request confirmation that
the staff of the Division of Corporation Finance (the "S_tif") will not recommend enforcement
action to the Securities and Exchange Commission (the "Commission") if the Company excludes
the Proposal from the Proxy Materials for the reasons set forth below.

In accordance with Section C of Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14D (Nov.7, 2008) ("SLB 14D"),
we are emailing this letter and its attachments to the Staff at shareholderproposals@sec.gov. In
accordance with Rule 14a-8(j) of the Act, we are simultaneously sending a copy of this letter and
its attachments to the Proponent as notice of Boeing's intent to omit the Proposal from the Proxy
Materials. The Company intends to file the definitive Proxy Materials on or about March 13,2015.

Rule 14a-8(k) and Section E of SLB 14D provide that shareholder proponents must send
companies a copy of any correspondence that they elect to submit to the Commission or the Staff.
Accordingly, we are taking this opportunity to remind the Proponent that if the Proponent submits
correspondence to the Commission or the Staff with respect to the Proposal, a copy of that
correspondence should concurrently be furnished to the undersigned.



Michael F.Lohr The Boeing Cornpany

Vice President, 100 N Riverside MC 5003-1001

Assistant General Counsel, Chicago, IL 60606-1596

& CorporateSecretary

December 18, 2014

BY EMAIL
U.S.Securities and Exchange Commission
Division of Corporation Finance
Office of Chief Counsel

100F Street; N.E.
Washington, D.C.20549
shareholderproposals@sec.gov

Re: Shareholder Proposal Relating to a Charitable Giving Report

Dear Sir or Madam:

The Boeing Company ("Boeing," the "Company" or "we") received a shareholder proposal
and statement in support thereof (the "Proposal") from David Almasi (the "Proponent") for
inclusion in the proxy statement to be distributed to the Company's shareholders in connection
with its 2015 Annual Meeting of Shareholders (the "Proxy Materials"). Copies of the Proposal
and all related correspondence are attached to this letter asExhibit A. The Company believes that
it may properly omit the Proposal from the Proxy Materials in reliance on (1) Rule 14a-8(b) of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934,as amended (the "Act") and Rule 14a-8(f)(1) of the Act because
the Proponent failed to provide requisite proof of continuous stock ownership in response to
Boeing's explicit and proper request for that information and (2) Rule 14a-8(i)(10) of the Act
because Boeing has already substantially implemented the Proposal. We request confirmation that
the staff of the Division of Corporation Finance (the "S_taff") will not recommend enforcement
action to the Securities and Exchange Commission (the "Commission") if the Company excludes
the Proposal from the Proxy Materials for the reasons set forth below.

In accordance with Section C of Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14D (Nov. 7, 2008) ("SLB 14D"),
we are emailing this letter and its attachments to the Staff at shareholderproposals@sec.gov. In
accordance with Rule 14a-8(j) of the Act, we are simultaneously sending a copy of this letter and
its attachments to the Proponent as notice of Boeing's intent to omit the Proposal from the Proxy
Materials. The Company intends to file the definitive Proxy Materials on or about March 13,2015.

Rule 14a-8(k) and Section E of SLB 14D provide that shareholder proponents must send
companies a copy of any correspondence that they elect to submit to the Commission or the Staff.
Accordingly, we are taking this opportunity to remind the Proponent that if the Proponent submits
correspondence to the Commission or the Staff with respect to the Proposal, a copy of that
correspondence should concurrently be furnished to the undersigned.



THE PROPOSAL

The Proposal states, in relevant part:

Resolved: The Proponent requests that the Board of Directors consider issuing a

semiannual report on the Company ebsite, omitting proprietary information and
at reasonable cost, disclosing. the Company's standards for choosing which
orgànisations receive thé Company's assets in the form of charitable
contributions, the rationale, if any, for such contributions, the intended purpose of
each of the charitable contributiöns and, if appropriate, the benefits to others of
the Company's charitable works.

BASES FOR EXCLUSION

BOEING MAY EXCLUDE THE PROPOSAL FROM THE PROXY MATERIALS
PURSUANT TO RULE 14a-8(f)(1) BECAUSE THE PROPONENT FAILED TO PROVIDE
REQUISITE PROOF OF CONTINUOUS STOCK OWNERSHIP IN RESPONSE TO
BOEING'S EXPLICIT AND PROPER REQUEST FOR THAT INFORMATION

I. Background

The Proponent submitted the Proposal to Boeing in a letter dated November 13, 2014,
which Boeing received on November 14,2014.The Proponent's original submission was deficient
because it did not provide verification of the Proponent's ownership of the requisite number of
Boeing shares from the record owner of those shares.On November 19, 2014, Boeing received
through the Proponent, who is not a record owner, a letter dated November 17, 2014 (the
"November 17 Letter") purporting to establish ownership of Boeing shares from Benjamin F.
Edwards & Co. (the "Investment Advisor"), an investment advisor that is not a Depository Trust
Company ("DTC") participant.

Accordingly, in a letter dated November 21,2014, which wassent on that day for overnight
weekday delivery within 14 days of the date Boeing received the Proposal, Boeing notified the
Proponent of the procedural deficiency asrequired by Rule 14a-8(f) (the "Deficiency Notice"). In
the Deficiency Notice, attached hereto as Exhibit B, Boeing clearly informed the Proponent of the
requirements of Rule 14a-8 and how he could cure the procedural deficiencies. Specifically, the
Deficiency Notice stated:

• the ownership requirements of Rule 14a-8(b);

• that, according to Boeing's stock records, the Proponent is not a record owner of
Boeing stock;

• that the November 17 Letter did not include proof of ownership from a DTC
participant;

• that the Proponent must submit verification of the Proponent's continuous ownership
of the requisite number of shares for the required period from the record owner of
those shares; and
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• that the Proponent's response had to be postmarked or transmitted electronically no
later than 14 calendar days from the date the Proponent received the Deficiency
Notice.

The Deficiency Notice contained a detailed explanation of the November .17 Letter's
deficiencies as well as detailed instructions about how to obtain proof from a DTC participant if
the Proponent's own broker or bank is not a DTC participant. Specifically, the Deficiency Notice
stated: 1

Based on the November17 [L]etter, the broker responsible fo(
demonstrating yourânership is not a DTC participant. In particular, We
note that "Benjamin F.F-dwards& Co." is not set forth on DTC's list of
participants. You will need to obtain proof of ownership from the DTC
participant through which your shares are held verifying that, as of the date
your proposal was submitted, you continuously held the requisite number
of sharesof Boeing common stock for at leastone year. You should be able
to find out who this DTC participant is by asking your broker. If your
broker is an introducing broker, you may also be able to learn the identity
and telephone number of the DTC participant through your account
statements, because the clearing broker identified on your account
statements will generally be the DTC participant. If the DTC participant
knows your broker's holdings, but does not know your holdings, you can
satisfy...Proxy Rule 14a-8(b)(2)(i) by obtaining and submitting two proof
of ownership statements verifying that, as of the date your proposal was
submitted, the required amount of securities was continuously held for at
least one year-one from your broker confirming your ownership and the
other from the DTC participant confirming your broker's ownership.

The Deficiency Notice also included a copy of Rule 14a-8 and Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14 (Jul.
13, 2001) ("SLB 14").As detailed in the Proponent's response to the Deficiency Notice, which is
included as Exhibit C, the Proponent received the Deficiency Notice at 2:41 p.m.on November
24, 2014.

Boeing received the Proponent's response to the Deficiency Notice on December 8, 2014.
The Proponent's response contained (1) a second letter from the Investment Advisor (the "Second
Investment Advisor Letter"); (2) confirmations of purchases of Boeing stock from June, July and
August 2011 from the Investment Advisor (the "Trade Confirmations"); (3) brokerage statements
from the Investment Advisor from June, July and August 2011, and November 2014 (the

"Brokerage Statements"); and (4) a letter from Pershing LLC ("Pershing") confirming the
Proponent's ownership of Boeing stock asof December 8, 2014(the "Pershing Letter"). The Trade
Confirmations indicate that Pershing acted as principal in connection with the trades, and the
Pershing Letter confirms that Pershing provides clearing and related services for the Investment
Advisor. However, the Pershing Letter confirms the Proponent's holdings as of December 8,
2014-not the date the Proposal was submitted (November 13, 2014).Moreover, the Pershing
Letter does not confirm either the Proponent's or the Investment Advisor's continuous ownership
of shares for at least aone-year period either asof November 13,2014 or otherwise. The Company
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has not received any other materials from the Proponent relating to his purported ownership of
Boeing stock.

II. Analysis

Boeing may exclude the Proposal under Rule 14a-8(f)(1) because thefroponent failed to
substantiate his eligibility to submit the Proyosalinder Rule 14a-8(b). Rule 14à-8(b)(1) provides,
in part that "[i}n order to be eligible to submit äproposal, [a shareholder oponent] must have
continuously held at least $2,000 in market value, or 1%, of the company's securities entitled to
be voted on the proposal at the meeting for at least one year by the date [the shareholderproponent]
submit[s] the proposal." Section C.l.c of SLB 14 specifies that when theishareholder is not the
registered holder, the shareholder "is responsible for proving his or her eligibility to submit a
proposal to the company," which the shareholder may do by one of the two ways provided in Rule
14a-8(b)(2).

The Staff clari ed that the proof of ownership letters described in R Í Ï4a-8(b)(2)(i) must
come from the "record" holder of the shareholder's securities. The Staff further clarified that only
DTC participants are viewed as record holders of securities that are deposited at DTC.Staff Legal
Bulletin No.14F (Oct. 18,2011) ("SLB 14F").SLB 14F further provides:

If the DTC participant knows the shareholder's broker or bank's holdings,
but does not know the shareholder's holdings, a shareholder could satisfy
Rule 14a-8(b)(2)(i) by obtaining and submitting two proof of ownership
statements verifying that, at the time the proposal was submitted, the
required amount of securities were continuously held for at least one year
- one from the shareholder's broker or bank confirming the shareholder's
ownership, and the other from the DTC participant confirming the broker
or bank's ownership.

Consistent with the guidance in SLB 14F, Boeing sent the Deficiency Notice to the
Proponent in a timely manner, clearly identifying the deficiency and explaining that it could be
corrected by providing verification of continuous ownership for the required period from a DTC
participant. However, the Second Investment Advisor Letter, sent in response to the Deficiency
Notice, failed to correct the deficiency because it was, again, from the Investment Advisor andnot
from the Investment Advisor's DTC participant, Pershing. The Pershing Letter, also sent in
response to the Deficiency Notice, also failed to correct the deficiency, because it (1) confirmed
the Proponent's ownership of Boeing stock as of a different date than the date on which the
Proponent submitted the Proposal and (2) failed to confirm that either the Proponent or the
Investment Advisor has continuously held the requisite amount of Boeing stock for at least one
year as of the date of the Proposal. Therefore, the Proponent did not provide, as required by SLB
14F,an affirmative verification from a DTC participant that either the Proponent or the Investment
Advisor has continuously owned the requisite amount of Company shares for the required one-

year period.

The Investment Advisor, Benjamin F.Edwards & Co., is not on the list of DTC participants
that is available on the DTC website at http://www.dtec.com/~/media/Files/Downloads/client-
center/DTC/alpha.pdf. Based on the indications on the Trade Confirmations that the trades were
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cleared through Pershing, the Pershing Letter and disclosure on the Investment Advisor's website,
the Investment Advisor appears to be an introducing broker, which SLB 14Fdefines as:

a broker that engages in sales and other activities involving customer
contact, such asopening customer accounts and accepting customer orders,
but is not permitted to maintain:custody of customer funds and securities.
Instead, an introducing broker engages another broker, known as a
clearing broker," to hold custody of client funds andsecurities, to clear

and execute customer trades, and to handle other functions such as issuing
oonfirmations of customenfradesand customer accourit statements.

SLB 14F indicates that "introducing brokers generally are not DTC participants." Therefore, they
generally are not "record" holders for purposes of Rule 14a-8(b).

On numerous occasions prior to the release of SLB 14F, the Staff has concurred in the
exclusion of shareholder proposals based on a proponent's failure to provide satisfactory evidence
of eligibility under Rule 14a-8(b) and Rule 14a-8(f)(1). See Yahoo! Inc. (Mar. 24, 2011)
(concurring with the exclusion of a shareholder proposal under Rule 14a-8(b) andRule 14a-8(f)(1)
and noting that "the proponent appears to have failed to supply, within 14 days of receipt of
Yahoo!'s request, documentary support sufficiently evidencing that he satisfied the minimum
ownership requirement for the one-year period as of the date that he submitted the proposal as
required by Rule 14a-8(b)"); Cisco Systems, Inc. (Jul.11,2011); I.D.Systems, Inc. (Mar.30,2011);
Amazon.com, Inc. (Mar. 29, 2011); Alcoa Inc. (Feb. 18, 2009); Qwest Communications
International, Inc. (Feb. 28, 2008); Occidental Petroleum Corp. (Nov. 21, 2007); General Motors
Corp. (Apr. 5, 2007); Yahoo! Inc. (Mar. 29, 2007); CSK Auto Corp. (Jan.29, 2007); Motorola,
Inc. (Jan. 10, 2005); Johnson & Johnson (Jan. 3, 2005); Agilent Technologies (Nov. 19, 2004);
Intel Corp. (Jan. 29, 2004); andMoody's Corp. (Mar. 7, 2002).

Moreover, SLB 14 provides that "a shareholder's monthly, quarterly or other periodic
investment statements" are insufficient to demonstrate continuous ownership of a company's
securities. The Staff has consistently permitted companies to omit shareholder proposals pursuant
to Rule 14a-8(b) andRule 14a-8(f)(1) when proponents have attempted to use periodic brokerage
statements to establish their ownership of company shares.See IDA CORP, Inc. (Mar. 5, 2008)
(concurring with the exclusion of a shareholder proposal and noting that despite the proponents'
submission of monthly account statements, the proponents had "failed to supply...documentary
support sufficiently evidencing that they satisfied the minimum ownership requirement for the
one-year period required by Rule 14a-8(b)"); see also General Electric Co. (Dec. 19, 2008);
General Motors Corp. (Apr. 5, 2007); EDA C Technologies Corp. (Mar. 28, 2007); and Sempra
Energy (Dec. 23, 2004). Thus, the Trade Confirmations, the Brokerage Statements and the
Pershing Letter, even taken together, are insufficient to demonstrate the Proponent's continuous
ownership of Boeing securities. This is also not the first time that the Proponent has failed to
provide adequate support of his holdings in connection with a proposal. See Johnson & Johnson

The Investment Advisor's website states: "Benjamin F.Edwards & Co.introduces transactions on a fully disclosed
basis to our clearing firm, Pershing LLC." www.benjaminfedwards.com/content.php?pageID=order_rtg
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(Mar. 2, 2011). Johnson & Johnson requested and received no action relief under Rule 14a-8(f)
based on similar facts as is the case here.

III. Conclusion

As set forth above, the Proponent has failed to meet the proof of ownership requirements
fromTreeoidholder of Boeinfsheef(The Proponent has failed to provide, with his original
submission or in response to the Company's timely Deficiency Notice, a letter from a DTC
participant eonfirming continuous ovenershipby the Proponent or the Proponent's broker of 7
Company shares for at least one year as of the date of the Proposal as described in the Deficiency
Noticesand iii SLB 14F, a copy of which was sent with the Deficiency Notice. Accordingly,uwe
ask that the Staff concur that Boeing may exclude the Proposal under Rule 14a-8(b) and Rule 14a-

8(f)(1).

BOEING MAY EXCLUDE THE PROPOSAL FROM THE PROXY MATERIALS
PURSUANT TO RULE 14a-8(i)(10) BECAUSE BOEING HAS SUBSTANTIALLY
IMPLEMENTED THE PROPOSAL

I. Background

Rule 14a-8(i)(10) permits a company to exclude a shareholder proposalif the company has
already "substantially implemented the proposal." The Staff has stated that "a determination that

the [c]ompany has substantially implemented the proposal depends upon whether [the company's]
particular policies, practices and procedures compare favorably with the guidelines of the
proposal." Texaco, Inc. (Mar. 28, 1991). Differences between a company's actions and a
shareholder proposal are permitted so long as the company's actions satisfactorily address the
proposal's essential objective. See,e.g.,Intel Corp. (Mar. I1, 2003) and Exxon Mobil Corp. (Mar.
19,2010). In other words, Rule 14a-8(i)(10) permits exclusion of a shareholder proposal when a
company has substantially implemented the essential objective of the proposal even if by means
other than those suggested by the shareholder proponent. See, e.g.,ConAgra Foods, Inc. (Jul. 3,
2006) (permitting exclusion of a proposal seeking a sustainability report when the company was
already providing information generally of the type proposed to be included in the report); Aetna
Inc. (Mar. 27, 2009) (permitting exclusion of a proposal requesting a report describing the
company's policy responses to concerns about gender and insurance when the company had
published a paper addressing such issues); Alcoa Inc. (Feb. 3, 2009) (permitting exclusion of a
proposal requesting global warming report when the company already generally addressed the
issue); PepsiCo, Inc. (Feb. 14,2013) (permitting exclusion of a proposal seeking amendment of
an anti-discrimination policy to specifically include ex-gay status when the company's policies
addressed sexual orientation); and Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. (Mar. 30, 2010) (permitting exclusion of
a proposal requesting adoption of global warming principles when the company had policies
reflecting at least to some degree the proposed principles).

II. Boeing Already Discloses on its WebsiteEach of the Four Elements of the Proposal

The Proposal asks the Board to consider website disclosure of the following with respect
to Boeing's charitable contributions: (a) the standards for selecting recipient organizations, (b) the
rationale, if any, for the contributions, (c) the intended purpose of the contributions and (d) the
benefits to others of the contributions. Boeing already discloses all of this information through its
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corporate citizenship website at www.boeing.com/community (the "Corporate Citizenship
Website"). The Corporate Citizenship Website is replete with detailed information about each of
Boeing's five corporate citizenship focus areas: Arts and Culture, Civic Engagement, Education,
Environment, and Health and Human Services (collectively, the "Focus Areas"). The Corporate
Citizenship Website also discloses specific charitable giving strategies (including standards,
rationales; iritended purposes andbenefits) for each of the 21 states,i 19 countries and6eregiòiisin
which Boeñig has a site-specific commiinity giving program (each,a "Boeing Community Site").
In addition Boeing annually issues and makes available on its vebsite a Corporate Citizenship

Report thatgrovides detailed information about Boeing's charitable giving program. The 2013
Corporate Citizenship Report (the 'Report"), a copy of which is attached as Exhibit II, is
organized by each Focus Area andalsoprovides information on Boeing's Employee Community
Fund, äswell as Boeing's humanitarian relief, military and veterans, and volunteer initiatives.

Set forth below are examples of how each specific element of the Proposal is satisfied by
one or more disclosures on the Corporate Citizenship Website.

a. The Company's "standards for choosing which organizations receive the
Company's assets in the form of charitable contributions"

The "Seeking Support from Boeing" page of the Corporate Citizenship Website (a copy of
which is attached as Exhibit E) (the "Seeking Support Page") states that Boeing "look[s] for
partnerships with organizations that areleadersin what they do (no matter their size), that promote
diversity, demonstrate innovation and align and collaborate with others toward common workable
solutions to community issues." In support of this strategy, Boeing has adopted detailed site-

specific guidelines tailored to the needs of each of the Boeing Community Sites (each, "Siite-
Specific Guidelines"). The Seeking Support Page contains links to each of the Site-Specific
Guidelines. The Site-Specific Guidelines for California are attached as Exhibit F and are
representative of the format and content of each of the Site-Specific Guidelines. Each of the Site-

Specific Guidelines sets forth the relevant Focus Areas for that region and the selection standards
within each of the Focus Areas for that site. For example, the California guidelines set forth the
following standards for grants in that region related to the "Environment" Focus Area:

"We invest in programs that educate and engage communities about the
importance of taking action to reduce their impacts on the environment andclimate
change. The programs supported should exhibit each of the following three
aspects: Awareness, Education and Action and seek to: 1) provide awareness of
specific environmental concerns for program participants; 2) provide educational
opportunities for program participants to understand what can be done to address
the specific environmental concerns; and3) require measureable action on the part
of program participants. Of particular interest are programs that target underserved
populations or educators who work with underserved populations in one of these
three areas: [Water, Urban Community Health and Environmental Education]."

The California guidelines for the "Environment" Focus Area then detail requirements for eachof
three sub-focus areas (Water, Urban Community Health and Environmental Education). With
respect to Water, for example, the California guidelines state that Boeing supports programs that
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support "the development and implementation of water conservation and rainwater capture
systems-this includes consumer education efforts on how to reduce water consumption and
implement new technologies in their households....[or] efforts that protect our coastal and inland
waterways and the surrounding habitats through community education with specific attention paid
to the connection to water conservation and clean water efforts."

b. The Company's "rationale, if any, for such contributions"

The Corporate Citizenship Website sets forth both the general rationale for the Company's
charitable giving as well as separate rationales for contributions across the FocukAreas and the
Boeing Community Sites. First,: the Report states the rationale for Boeing's charitable giving
program as a whole:

"We believe that companies like ours play a significant role in the world beyond
our performance as a corporation. As a stakeholder in the success of our
communities, we lead responsibly to help address challenges that are bigger than
any one company's interests. Our contributions and efforts are focused on making
a significant difference in the lives of people around the world-now and for
generations to come." (See page 2 of the Report).

Second, the Report sets forth a separate rationale for grants within each of the Focus Areas. For
example, with respect to the "Arts and Culture" Focus Area, the Report states the following:
"Imagination plus discipline equals innovation. It's an equation that every artist applies. We
believe that experiencing the arts can help tomorrow's leaders build creative mindsets-an

advantage that a complex, uncertain future will demand" (See page 25 of the Report). Finally, the
"The Boeing Company Focus Area Objectives" page of the Corporate Citizenship Website, a copy
of which (including the linked documents) is attached as Exhibit G, provides the rationale for
supporting organizations in each of the Focus Areas. For example, Boeing's rationale for
supporting early learning education programs is: "If we advance the cognitive, social, emotional
and physical capacities of children from birth through age five by providing professional
educational tools/resources to their earliest teachers and educating parents and caregivers, then
children will engage in lifelong learning and succeed in school and in life."

c. The "intended purpose for each of the charitable contributions"

The Corporate Citizenship Website also makes clear the intended purpose for the
Company's charitable contributions-again, both as a general matter and with respect to both
specific Focus Areas and specific Boeing Community Sites. For example, the "The Boeing
Company FocusArea Objectives" page of the Corporate Citizenship Website provides information
on the intended purpose for charitable contributions in each of the Focus Areas. More specifically,
the intended purpose of contributions related to primary and secondary education (part of the
"Education" Focus Area) is to "[e]nsure that all students develop 21st century skills and gain
STEM knowledge andexperiences to be successful in life[,] [s]trengthen key components of the
educational system to establish learning environments where students can apply the knowledge
they gain in real and relevant ways [and] support school and teacher leadership development and
inquiry-based, hands on programs or curricula that align to rigorous academic standards."Similar
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statements regarding the intended purpose of the Company's contributions in each of the Focus
Areas and at the Boeing Community Sites are made throughout the Corporate Citizenship Website.

. d. The "benefits to others of the Company's charitable works"

Each section ofothe P port describes some o tNebenefits to others fr m Boeing's
charitable contributionstFor example, with respect to its military and veterans initiatives, Boeing
"creates opportunities and inuests in partnerships that provide pathways to build better lives for
[military veterans], their families and their communities]"(See page 17of the Report)±In addition,
the "The Boeing Company Focus Area Objectives" pageof the Corporate Citizenship Website
describes the specific benefits to others that arise from Boeing's charitable contributions in each
of the Focus Areas. For example, the benefits to others of Boeing's charitable contributions
relating to primary and secondary education include:

• "Improvements in teacher competency over time; especially integrating and
facilitating inquiry-based learning in curricula, where appropriate;"

• "Improvements in student outcomes, including academic performance,
demonstration of 21st century skills, and/or interest levels in STEM subjects or
fields;" and

• "Improvements in school leader performance over time; especially integrating
inquiry-based learning into the school environment."

III. Analysis

The Staff has consistently concurred with the exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) of
shareholder proposals that, like the Proposal, request a report containing information that the
company has already publicly disclosed. In PG&E Corporation (Mar. 10, 2010), the Staff
concurred in the exclusion of a proposal very similar to the Proposal on the grounds that the
company already hadwebsite disclosure addressing the various elements of the proposal. Like the
Proposal, the proposal in PG&E Corporation sought a semiannual report disclosing, among other
things, standards for choosing which organizations receive charitable contributions, as well as the
rationale, purpose,and benefits of those contributions.2 While the issuer in PG&E Corporation,
like Boeing, upd.atesits charitable contributions on an annual basis, the Staff concluded that
existing website disclosure constituted substantial implementation of the proposal even though the
proposal sought a semiannual report.

Among the other instances in which the Staff addressed proposals requesting corporate
disclosures are the following:

2 The PG&E proposal stated: "That the shareholders request PG&Eprovide a semiannual report to the shareholders and the public,
omitting proprietary information and at reasonable cost, disclosing: the PG&E standards for choosing which organizations receive
the Company'sassets in the formof charitable contributions; business rationale and purpose for eachof the charitable contributions;
personnel who participated the making the decisions to contribute; the benefits to the Company and beneficiaries produced by
Company contributions; procedures for ways shareholders to participate in the decision process; and a follow-up confirming that
the organization actually used the contributions for the purpose stated."
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• McDonalds Corporation (Mar. 26, 2014), in which the Staff concurred in the exclusion of a
proposal requesting a report articulating directors' duties with respect to sustainability and
corporate responsibility issues,where the company published a report describing the duties of
the board andmanagement with respect to such matters.

• Dow Chemical Company (Mar. 25, 2014), in which the Staff concurred in the exclusion of a
proposal requesting a report related to potential impacts that the legacy of the Bhopal disaster
may reasonably have onithe company's Indian and global business opportunities, where the
company's letter set:forth examples of relevant website disclosures.

• Target Corporatiori(May.26, 2013), in which the 5taff concurred in the exclusion of aproposal
requesting that the bbard study the feasibility of adopting a policy prohibiting the use of
treasury funds for direet and indirect political contributions, where the company referenced
public statements addressing company reviews of the use of company funds for political
purposes.

• TECO Energy, Inc. (Feb.21, 2013), in which the Staff concurred in the exclusion of aproposal
requesting a report on d e environmental and public health effects of mountaintop removal
operations as well as feasible mitigating measures, where the company supplemented its
sustainability report with a two-page report and four-page table addressing the topic.

As with the companies in the above-discussed matters, the Company has already disclosed on its
corporate website the information sought by the Proposal. As a result, the Company has
substantially implemented the Proposal, and the Proposal may be excluded from the Proxy
Materials in reliance on Rule 14a-8(i)(10).

IV. Conclusion

As set forth above, the Company already discloses on its website all of the information that
is requested in the Proposal. Consequently, like the proposal in PG&E Corporation and the other
related proposals, the Proposal should be excludable pursuant to rule 14a-8(i)(10), and the
Company respectfully requests that the Staff confirm that it will not recommend any enforcement
action if the Proposal is excluded from the Proxy Materials.

* * *
If the Staff has any questions with respect to the foregoing, or if for any reason the Staff

does not agree that the Company may omit the Proposal from its Proxy Materials, please do not
hesitate to contact me at (312) 544-2802 or michael.f.lohr@boeing.com.

Very truly yours,

Corporate Secretary
Enclosures

ec: David Almasi
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The Proposal andRelated Correspondence



November 13, 2014

Mg MiòhaelF.Lohr
OíØlceofthe Corporate Seek·et4rpr
TheBoeing Company

ä	à¬�Œ_RiversidePlaza

MC, Ò03-1001

Chicago.Illinois 60606-1596.

DearMr,Lehr.

i hereby submit the enclosedsitareholderproposal ("Proposal'')for inclusionin the
Boeing Company (the "Company")proxystatement to becirctuatedto Compapy
shareholdersin conjunction with the next annual meeting of shareholders.The Proposal
is submitted under Rule 14(a)-8 (Proposalsof Security Holders) of the United States
Securities and ExchangeCommission'sproxy regulations.

I have owned Boeing Company stockwith a value exceeding$2.000for a year prior to
and including the dateof this Proposal and intend to hold thesesharesthrough the date of
the Company's 2015 annual meeting of shareholders.

A Proofof Ownership letter is forthcoming andwill be delivered to the Company.

Copies of correspotidence or a request for a '*no-action" letter should beforwarded to
David Almasi, *** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

S've

- id Almasi

Enclosure: Shareholder Proposal



Charitable Givbig Transparency

Whereas. the Coinpany's charitable contributions, properly managed, are likely to
enhance the reputation ef our company:

Whereas, increaseddîsÛosureregarding appropriate charitable contributio i likely to
create goodwill for our$ompany;

Whereas.making therbenefits of our Company'sphilanthrophic programs roadly known
is likely to promote&Company's interests;

Whereas, transparency and corresponding leedback from shareholders, the philanthropic
community and others could be useful in guiding our Company's future philanthropic
decisionmaking:

Resolved: The Proponent requests that the Board of Directors consider issuing a
semiannual report on the Company website, omitting proprietary information and at
reasonable cost, disclosing: the Company's standards for choosing which organizations
receive the Company's assets in the form of charitable contributions, the rationale, if any,
for such contributions, the intended purpose of each of the charitable contributions and, if
appropriate, the benefits to others of the Company's charitable works.

Supporting statement

Absent a system of accountability and transparency, some charitable contributions may

be handled unwisely.potentially harming the Company's reputation and shareholder
value. Current disclosure is insufficient to allow the Company's Board and shareholders
to evaluate the use of corporate assets by outside organizations, especially for
controversial causes.

While the Company's work with the Tennessee Valley Corridor's innovative NEW-
STEM uould likely be applauded by many and seem non-controversial, anti-war activist
groups such as Code Pink might disagree, Likewise, contributions to the Clinton
Foundation may be seen as controversial. since the United States is deeply divided
politically.

Fuller disclosure would provide enhanced feedback opportunities from which our

Company could make more fruitlid decisions. Decisions regarding corporate
philanthropy should he transparent to better serve the interests of the shareholders.



November)%20%

Mr. Michael F.Lohe
Office of the CorporateSeemtary
The Boeing Compa*
100North Riverside¥ìaza
MC 5003-1001 ; s.
Chicago, Illinois 60666-1596.

Dear Mr.Lohr,

Enclosed pleasefind aProof of Ownership letter from Benjamin F.Edwards & Co. in
connection with the shareholderproposalthat i submitted under Rule 14(a)-8(Proposals
of Security Holders)of theUnitedStatesSecurities and ExchangeCommission's proxy
regulations on November 13.2014.

As I previously stated.and confirmed in the enclosed letter, I haveowned Boeing stock
with a value exceeding$2.000for a year prior to and including the date of this Proposal
and intend to hold these sharcsthrough the date of the Company's 2015annual meeting,

Copies of correspondenceora regliestfor a "no-actiarf lettensholild be fotwardedto
David Almasi' *** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

ne rely,

N •

D id Al si

Enclosure: Proof of Ownership



4m Soudkounty Farm Road

BENJAMIN E EDWARos& Co. see so
INVEsTMENTs forGEN2RATIOMs Whomon,Ilunqis dorS7

Teleptiènee36871-287a

tonFree:S*r740%8o7e
Paedi%d(eeSoa702449

henjaminfedwards.com

oVemberil.720 mberufstPC Membero(FINRA

Mr.MichaelF.Lohr
Offleeof the torporateSecretaty
TheBoeingCompany
100 North RiversidePlaza
MC5003-1001

Chicago,IL606064595

DearMr.l.ohr,

BenjaminF.Edwards&Co.holds43 sharesof BoeingCompany(the"Company")commonstock
beneficiallyfor DavidAlmasi,the proponent of the shareholderproposalsubmitted to Boeing on
November13,2014 in accordancewith Rule14(a)-8 ofthe SecuritiesandExchangeAct of1934.The
shares of the Company stock have been beneficiallyowned by DavidAlmasifor morethan one year
prior to the submissionof his resolution.The shareshavebeencontinuously heldsincetheywerá
purchasedonvariousdatesin2011.BenjaminF,Edwardscontinuesto holdthe saidstock,

if you shouldhaveanyquestionsregardingthismatter,pleasegiveme acallat 877-692-8076,

Sincerely,

DavidW.Hanson,CFP*
Managing Director-investments
Benjamin F.Edwards & Co.

cc:David Almasi,Alexandria,Virginia
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TheBoeingGompany
foOM Rwemide
Ohicago,Ï6060S±1OO6

OVERNIGHT COURIER

Mr.David Altnasi

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

Re: Notice of Defect - Shareholder Proposal

Dear Mr.Almasi:

The Boeing Company ("we" or the "Company")received your shareholder proposalfor inclusion in The
Boeing Company's proxy materials for the 2015 Annual Meeting of Shareholders(the "Annual
Meeting"). Under the proxy rules of the Securities and Exchange Commission (the "SEC"), to be eligible
to submit a proposal for the Annual Meeting, a proponent must have continuously held at least $2,000 in
market value of Boeing's common stock for at least one year as of the date the proposal is submitted. In

addition, the proponent must continue to hold at least this amount of stock through the date of the Annual
Meeting. The purpose of this letter is to notify you that the letter that we received on November 17,2014
from Benjamin F.Edwards & Co.(the "November 17 letter") is not sufficient proof of your ownership as
required by Proxy Rule 14a-8(b).

Our searchof the database of our registered shareholdersshows that you arenot the "record" owner of
Boeing common stock. Proxy Rule 14a-8(b)(2) requires that you,as a non-record shareholder or
"beneficial holder," demonstrate your eligibility to submit a shareholder proposal by submitting to us a
written statement from the "record" holder verifying that you have continuously held the requisite number
of securities for at leastone year prior to the time the proposal was submitted. On October 18,201l, the
Division of Corporation Finance of the Securities and Exchange Commission issued Staff Legal Bulletin

No.14F (the "Bulletin"). According to the Bulletin, for purposes of Rule 14a-8(b)(2)(i), only Depository
Trust Company ("DTC") participants, asdefined in the Bulletin, should be viewed as "record" holders of
securities that are deposited with DTC. Based on the November 17 letter, the broker responsible for
demonstrating your ownership is not a DTC participant. In particular, we note that "Benjamin F.
Edwards & Co." is not set forth onDTC's list of participants.'You will need to obtain proof of
ownership from the DTC participant through which your sharesare held verifying that, asof the date your

proposal was submitted, you continuously held the requisite number of sharesof Boeing common stock
for at least one year. You should be able to find out who this DTC participant is by asking your broker.If
your broker is an introducing broker, you may also be able to leam the identity and telephone number of
the DTC participant through your account statements, becausethe clearing broker identified on your
account statements will generally be the DTC participant. If the DTC participant knows your broker's
holdings, but does not know your holdings, you can satisfy paragraph Proxy Rule 14a-8(b)(2)(i) by
obtaining and submitting two proof of ownership statements verifying that, as of the date your proposal

http://ww%dteceaml-Amedia/Files/Downloads/client-center/DTC/alphappdf



wassubmitted,the required Ament of securities wascontinuously heldfor at least oneyear-one from
your broker confirmingyour efnership andthe other from the DTC participant confirmingyour broker's

easerespondwith therappropriateownershipverification,asper the guidancelisNitMa the
Bulletin. Wehave enelosedecopy of the Bulletin, aswell asa copyof ProxyRule 14a8,with this
etter.Your responsemust be-postmarkedor transmitted electronicallywith theapptoprigte

documentationwithin I4 dayt of receipt of this letter, theresponsetimeline imposedbyProxy Rule 14a-
8(f). Pleaseaddressyour responseto me atthe addresson this letter. Alternatively,youmay transmit
your responseby facsimileto meat (312) 544-2829.

Sincerely yours,

Gregory C, Vogelsperger
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U.S.Securities and Exchange Commissio
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Division of Corporation Finance
Securities and Exchange Commission

Shareholder Proposals ?

Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14F (CF)

Action: Publication of CF Staff Legal Bulletin

Date: October 18, 2011

Summary: This staff legal bulletin provides information for companies and
shareholders regarding Rule 14a-8 under the Securities Exchange Act of
1934.

Supplementary Information: The statements in this bulletin represent
the views of the Division of Corporation Finance (the "Division"). This

bulletin is not a rule, regulation or statement of the Securities and
Exchange Commission (the "Commission"). Further, the Commission has
neither approved nor disapproved its content.

Contacts: For further information, please contact the Division's Office of
Chief Counsel by calling (202) 551-3500 or by submitting a web-based
request form at https://tts.sec.gov/cgi-bin/corp_fin_interpretive.

A.The purpose of this bulletin

This bulletin is part of a continuing effort by the Division to provide
guidance on important issues arising under Exchange Act Rule 14a-8.
Specifically, this bulletin contains information regarding:

• Brokers and banks that constitute "record" holders under Rule 143-8

(b)(2)(i) for purposes of verifying whether a beneficial owner is
eligible to submit a proposal under Rule 14a-8;

• Common errors shareholders can avoid when submitting proof of
ownership to companies;

• The submission of revised proposals;

• Procedures for withdrawing no-action requests regarding proposals
submitted by multiple proponents; and

• The Division's new process for transmitting Rule 14a-8 no-action
responses by email.

You can find additional guidance regarding Rule 14a-8 in the following
bulletins that are available on the Commission's website: SLB No. 14, _S_LB
No. 14A, SLB No. 14B, SLB No. 14C, SLB No. 14D and SLB No. 14E.

http://www.sec.gov/interps/legal/cfslbl4f.htm 12/18/2014
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B.The types of brokers and banks that constitute "record" holders
under Rule 14a-8(b)(2)(i) for purposes of verifying whether a
beneficial owner is eligible to submit a proposal under Rule 14a-8

1. Eligibility to submit a proposal under Rule 14a-8

To be eligible to submit a shareholder proposal, a shareholder must have
continuously held at least $2,000 in market value, or 1%, of the company's
securities entitled to be voted on the proposal at the shareholder meeting
for at least one year as of the date the shareholder submits the proposal.
The shareholder must also continue to hold the reguired amount of
securities through thâÎlate of the meeting and must provide the company
with a written statement of intent to do so.1

The steps that a shareholder must take to verify his or her eligibility to
submit a proposal depend on how the shareholder owns the securities.
There are two types of security holders in the U.S.: registered owners and
beneficial owners.2 Registered owners have a direct relationship with the
issuer because their ownership of shares is listed on the records maintained
by the issuer or its transfer agent. If a shareholder is a registered owner,
the company can independently confirm that the shareholder's holdings
satisfy Rule 14a-8(b)'s eligibility requirement.

The vast majority of investors in shares issued by U.S.companies,
however, are beneficial owners, which means that they hold their securities
in book-entry form through a securities intermediary, such as a broker or a
bank. Beneficial owners are sometimes referred to as "street name"
holders. Rule 14a-8(b)(2)(i) provides that a beneficial owner can provide
proof of ownership to support his or her eligibility to submit a proposal by
submitting a written statement "from the 'record' holder of [the] securities
(usually a broker or bank)," verifying that, at the time the proposal was
submitted, the shareholder held the required amount of securities
continuously for at least one year.2

2.The role of the Depository Trust Company

Most large U.S.brokers and banks deposit their customers' securities with,
and hold those securities through, the Depository Trust Company ("DTC"),
a registered clearing agency acting as a securities depository. Such brokers
and banks are often referred to as "participants" in DTC.A The names of
these DTC participants, however, do not appear as the registered owners of
the securities deposited with DTC on the list of shareholders maintained by
the company or, more typically, by its transfer agent. Rather, DTC's
nominee, Cede & Co.,appears on the shareholder list as the sole registered
owner of securities deposited with DTC by the DTC participants. A company
can request from DTC a "securities position listing" as of a specified date,
which identifies the DTC participants having a position in the company's
securities and the number of securities held by each DTC participant on that
date.E

3.Brokers and banks that constitute "record" holders under Rule
14a-8(b)(2)(i) for purposes of verifying whether a beneficial
owner is eligible to submit a proposal under Rule 14a-8

In The Hain Celestial Group, Inc. (Oct. 1, 2008), we took the position that
an introducing broker could be considered a "record" holder for purposes of

http://www.sec.gov/interps/legal/cfslbl4f.htm 12/18/2014
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Rule 14a-8(b)(2)(i). An introducing broker is a broker that engages in sales
and other activities involving customer contact, such as opening customer
accounts and accepting customer orders, but is not permitted to maintain
custody of customer funds and securities. Instead, an introducing broker
engages another broker, known as a "clearing broker," to hold custody of
client funds and securities, to clear and execute customer trades, and to
handle other functions such as issuing confirmations of customer trades and
customer account statements. Clearing brokers generally are DTC
paeti2iparNÏ introducing brokers gSr rally are not. As introduding brokers
generally are not DTC participants, and therefore typically do not appear on
DTC's eárities position listincj Hain Celestial has required companies to
accept proof of ownership letters from brokers in cases where, unlike the
positions of registered owners and brokers and banks that are DTC
participants, the company is unable to verify the positions against its own
or its transfer agent's records or against DTC's securities position listing.

In light of questions we have received following two recent court cases
relating to proof of ownership under Rule 14a-82 and in light of the
Commission's discussion of registered and beneficial owners in the Proxy
Mechanics Concept Release, we have reconsidered our views as to what
types of brokers and banks should be considered "record" holders under
Rule 14a-8(b)(2)(i). Because of the transparency of DTC participants'
positions in a company's securities, we will take the view going forward
that, for Rule 14a-8(b)(2)(i) purposes, only DTC participants should be
viewed as "record" holders of securities that are deposited at DTC. As a
result, we will no longer follow Hain Celestial.

We believe that taking this approach as to who constitutes a "record"
holder for purposes of Rule 14a-8(b)(2)(i) will provide greater certainty to
beneficial owners and companies. We also note that this approach is
consistent with Exchange Act Rule 12g5-1 and a 1988 staff no-action letter
addressing that rule,E under which brokers and banks that are DTC
participants are considered to be the record holders of securities on deposit
with DTC when calculating the number of record holders for purposes of
Sections 12(g) and 15(d) of the Exchange Act.

Companies have occasionally expressed the view that, because DTC's
nominee, Cede & Co.,appears on the shareholder list as the sole registered
owner of securities deposited with DTC by the DTC participants, only DTC or
Cede & Co. should be viewed as the "record" holder of the securities held
on deposit at DTC for purposes of Rule 14a-8(b)(2)(i). We have never
interpreted the rule to require a shareholder to obtain a proof of ownership
letter from DTC or Cede & Co.,and nothing in this guidance should be
construed as changing that view.

How can a shareholder determine whether his or her broker or bank is a
DTC participant?

Shareholders and companies can confirm whether a particular broker or
bank is a DTC participant by checking DTC's participant list, which is
currently available on the Internet at
http://www.dtcc.com/~/media/Files/Downloads/client-
center/DTC/alpha.ashx.

What if a shareholder's broker or bank is not on DTC's participant list?

http://www.sec.gov/interps/legal/cfslbl4f.htm 12/18/2014
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The shareholder will need to obtain proof of ownership from the DTC
participant through which the securities are held. The shareholder
should be able to find out who this DTC participant is by asking the
shareholder's broker or bank.2

If the DTC participant knows the shareholder's broker or bank's
holdings, but does not know the shareholder's holdings, a sharehoider
could satisfy Rule 14a-8(b)(2)(i) by obtaining and submitting two proof
of ownershigstateinents verifying that, at the time the proposal was
submitted, the reqired amount of securities were continuously held for
at least one yearnone from the shareholder's broker or bank a
confirming the shareholder's ownership, and the other from the DTC
participant confirniing the broker or bank's ownership.

How will the staffpfocess no-action requests that argue for exclusion on
the basis that the shareholder's proof of ownership is not from a DTC
participant?

The staff will grant no-action relief to a company on the basis that the
shareholder's proof of ownership is not from a DTC participant only if
the company's notice of defect describes the required proof of
ownership in a manner that is consistent with the guidance contained in
this bulletin. Under Rule 14a-8(f)(1), the shareholder will have an
opportunity to obtain the requisite proof of ownership after receiving the
notice of defect.

C.Common errors shareholders can avoid when submitting proof of
ownership to companies

In this section, we describe two common errors shareholders make when
submitting proof of ownership for purposes of Rule 14a-8(b)(2), and we
provide guidance on how to avoid these errors.

First, Rule 14a-8(b) requires a shareholder to provide proof of ownership
that he or she has "continuously held at least $2,000 in market value, or
1%, of the company's securities entitled to be voted on the proposal at the
meeting for at least one year by the date you submit the
proposal" (emphasis added).E We note that many proof of ownership
letters do not satisfy this requirement because they do not verify the
shareholder's beneficial ownership for the entire one-year period preceding
and including the date the proposal is submitted. In some cases, the letter
speaks as of a date before the date the proposal is submitted, thereby
leaving a gap between the date of the verification and the date the proposal
is submitted. In other cases, the letter speaks as of a date after the date
the proposal was submitted but covers a period of only one year, thus
failing to verify the shareholder's beneficial ownership over the required full
one-year period preceding the date of the proposal's submission.

Second, many letters fail to confirm continuous ownership of the securities.
This can occur when a broker or bank submits a letter that confirms the
shareholder's beneficial ownership only as of a specified date but omits any
reference to continuous ownership for a one-year period.

We recognize that the requirements of Rule 14a-8(b) are highly prescriptive
and can cause inconvenience for shareholders when submitting proposals.
Although our administration of Rule 14a-8(b) is constrained by the terms of

http://www.sec.gov/interps/legal/cfslbl4f.htm 12/18/2014
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the rule, we believe that shareholders can avoid the two errors highlighted
above by arranging to have their broker or bank provide the required
verification of ownership as of the date they plan to submit the proposal
using the following format:

"As of [date the proposal is submitted], [name of shareholder]
held, and has held continuously for at least one year, [number
of securities] shares of [company name] [class of securities]."

As discussed above, a shareholdenmay also need to provide a separate
written statement from the DTC ärticipant through which the shareholder's
securities are held if the shareholder's broker or bank is not a DTC
participant.

D.The submission of revised proposals

On occasion, a shareholder will revise a proposal after submitting it to a
company. This section addresses questions we have received regarding
revisions to a proposal or supportíng statement.

1.A shareholder submits a timely proposal. The shareholder then
submits a revised proposal before the company's deadline for
receiving proposals. Must the company accept the revisions?

Yes. In this situation, we believe the revised proposal serves as a
replacement of the initial proposal. By submitting a revised proposal, the
shareholder has effectively withdrawn the initial proposal. Therefore, the
shareholder is not in violation of the one-proposal limitation in Rule 14a-8

(c).E If the company intends to submit a no-action request, it must do so
with respect to the revised proposal.

We recognize that in Question and Answer E.2of SLB No. 14, we indicated
that if a shareholder makes revisions to a proposal before the company
submits its no-action request, the company can choose whether to accept
the revisions. However, this guidance has led some companies to believe
that, in cases where shareholders attempt to make changes to an initial
proposal, the company is free to ignore such revisions even if the revised
proposal is submitted before the company's deadline for receiving
shareholder proposals. We are revising our guidance on this issue to make
clear that a company may not ignore a revised proposal in this situation.E

2.A shareholder submits a timely proposal. After the deadline for
receiving proposals, the shareholder submits a revised proposal.
Must the company accept the revisions?

No. If a shareholder submits revisions to a proposai after the deadline for
receiving proposals under Rule 14a-8(e), the company is not required to
accept the revisions. However, if the company does not accept the
revisions, it must treat the revised proposal as a second proposal and
submit a notice stating its intention to exclude the revised proposal, as
required by Rule 14a-8(j). The company's notice may cite Rule 14a-8(e) as
the reason for excluding the revised proposal. If the company does not
accept the revisions and intends to exclude the initial proposal, it would
also need to submit its reasons for excluding the initial proposal.

http://www.sec.gov/interps/legal/cfslbl4f.htm 12/18/2014
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3. If a shareholder submits a revised proposal, as of which date
must the shareholder prove his or her share ownership?

A shareholder must prove ownership as of the date the original proposal is
submitted. When the Commission has discussed revisions to proposals,E it
has not suggested that a revision triggers a requirement to provide proof of
ownership a second time. As outlined in Rule 14a-8(b), proving ownership
includes providing aeritten statement that the shareholder intends to
continue to hold thNecurities through the date of the sharehofder meetÏng.
Rule 14a-8(f)(2) prgvides that if the shareholder "fails in [his or her}
promise to hold thélequired number of securities through the date of the
meeting of shareholders, then the company will be permitted to exclude all
of [the same shareholder's] proposals from its proxy materials for any
meeting held inthelfollowing two calendar eårs." With these provisions in
mind, we do not interpret Rule 14a-8 as requiring additional proof of
ownership when a shareholder submits a revised proposal.E

E.Procedures for withdrawing no-action requests for proposals
submitted by multible proponents

We have previously addressed the requirements for withdrawing a Rule
14a-8 no-action request in SLB Nos.14 and 14C. SLB No. 14 notes that a
company should include with a withdrawal letter documentation
demonstrating that a shareholder has withdrawn the proposal. In cases
where a proposal submitted by multiple shareholders is withdrawn, SLB No.
14C states that, if each shareholder has designated a lead individual to act
on its behalf and the company is able to demonstrate that the individual is
authorized to act on behalf of all of the proponents, the company need only
provide a letter from that lead individual indicating that the lead individual
is withdrawing the proposal on behalf of all of the proponents.

Because there is no relief granted by the staff in cases where a no-action
request is withdrawn following the withdrawal of the related proposal, we
recognize that the threshold for withdrawing a no-action request need not
be overly burdensome. Going forward, we will process a withdrawal request
if the company provides a letter from the lead filer that includes a
representation that the lead filer is authorized to withdraw the proposal on
behalf of each proponent identified in the company's no-action request.E

F.Use of email to transmit our Rule 14a-8 no-action responses to
companies and proponents

To date, the Division has transmitted copies of our Rule 14a-8 no-action
responses, including copies of the correspondence we have received in
connection with such requests, by U.S.mail to companies and proponents.
We also post our response and the related correspondence to the
Commission's website shortly after issuance of our response.

In order to accelerate delivery of staff responses to companies and
proponents, and to reduce our copying and postage costs, going forward,
we intend to transmit our Rule 14a-8 no-action responses by email to
companies and proponents. We therefore encourage both companies and
proponents to include email contact information in any correspondence to
each other and to us.We will use U.S. mail to transmit our no-action
response to any company or proponent for which we do not have email
contact information.

http://www.sec.gov/interps/legal/cfslbl4f.htm 12/18/2014
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Given the availability of our responses and the related correspondence on
the Commission's website and the requirement under Rule 14a-8 for
companies and proponents to copy each other on correspondence
submitted to the Commission, we believe it is unnecessary to transmit
copies of the related correspondence along with our no-action response.
Therefore, we intend to transmit only our staff response and not the
correspondence we receive from the parties. We will continue to post to the
Commission's website copies of this correspondence at the same time that
we pt our staff no-action res50nse.

Seé Rule 14a-8(b).

For an explanation of the types of share ownership in the U.S.,see
Concept Release on U.S.Proxy System, Release No.34-62495 (July 14,
2010) [75 FR 42982] ("Proxy Mechanics Concept Release"), at Section II.A.
The term "beneficial owner" does not have a uniform meaning under the
federal securities laws. It has a different meaning in this bulletin as
compared to "beneficial owner" and "beneficial ownership" in Sections 13
and 16 of the Exchange Act. Our use of the term in this bulletin is not
intended to suggest that registered owners are not beneficial owners for
purposes of those Exchange Act provisions. See Proposed Amendments to
Rule 14a-8 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 Relating to Proposals
by Security Holders, Release No. 34-12598 (July 7, 1976) [41 FR 29982],
at n.2 ("The term 'beneficial owner' when used in the context of the proxy
rules, and in light of the purposes of those rules, may be interpreted to
have a broader meaning than it would for certain other purpose[s] under
the federal securities laws, such as reporting pursuant to the Williams
Act.").

If a shareholder has filed a Schedule 13D, Schedule 13G, Form 3, Form 4
or Form 5 reflecting ownership of the required amount of shares, the
shareholder may instead prove ownership by submitting a copy of such
filings and providing the additional information that is described in Rule
14a-8(b)(2)(ii).

DTC holds the deposited securities in "fungible bulk," meaning that there
are no specifically identifiable shares directly owned by the DTC
participants. Rather, each DTC participant holds a pro rata interest or
position in the aggregate number of shares of a particular issuer held at
DTC. Correspondingly, each customer of a DTC participant - such as an
individual investor - owns a pro rata interest in the shares in which the DTC
participant has a pro rata interest. See Proxy Mechanics Concept Release,
at Section II.B.2.a.

5 See Exchange Act Rule 17Ad-8.

See Net Capital Rule, Release No. 34-31511 (Nov. 24, 1992) [57 FR
56973] ("Net Capital Rule Release"), at Section II.C.

z See KBR Inc. v. Chevedden, Civil Action No. H-11-0196, 2011 U.S.Dist.
LEXIS 36431, 2011 WL 1463611 (S.D. Tex. Apr. 4, 2011); Apache Corp. v.
Chevedden, 696 F.Supp. 2d 723 (S.D.Tex. 2010). In both cases, the court
concluded that a securities intermediary was not a record holder for
purposes of Rule 14a-8(b) because it did not appear on a list of the
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company's non-objecting beneficial owners or on any DTC securities
position listing, nor was the intermediary a DTC participant.

Techne Corp. (Sept. 20, 1988).

In addition, if the shareholder's broker is an introducing broker, the
shareholder's account statements should include the clearing broker's •
identity and telephone number. See Net Capital Rule Release, at Section
II.C.(iii). The dieäring broker will generally be a DTC participant.

M For purposes OÑÀule14a-8(b), the submesion date of a proposal ill
generally precede the company's receipt date of the proposal, absent the
use of electrónic or other means of same-day delivery.

This format is acceptable for purposes of Rule 14a-8(b), but it is not
mandatory or exclusive.

As such, it is not appropriate for a company to send a notice of defect for
multiple proposals nder Rule 14a-8(c) upon receiving a revised proposal.

This position will apply to all proposals submitted after an initial proposal
but before the company's deadline for receiving proposals, regardless of
whether they are explicitly labeled as "revisions" to an initial proposal,
unless the shareholder affirmatively indicates an intent to submit a second,
additional proposal for inclusion in the company's proxy materials. In that
case, the company must send the shareholder a notice of defect pursuant
to Rule 14a-8(f)(1) if it intends to exclude either proposal from its proxy
materials in reliance on Rule 14a-8(c). In light of this guidance, with
respect to proposals or revisions received before a company's deadline for
submission, we will no longer follow Layne Christensen Co. (Mar. 21, 2011)
and other prior staff no-action letters in which we took the view that a
proposal would violate the Rule 14a-8(c) one-proposal limitation if such
proposal is submitted to a company after the company has either submitted
a Rule 14a-8 no-action request to exclude an earlier proposal submitted by
the same proponent or notified the proponent that the earlier proposal was
excludable under the rule.

H See, e.g.,Adoption of Amendments Relating to Proposals by Security
Holders, Release No. 34-12999 (Nov. 22, 1976) [41 FR 52994].

Because the relevant date for proving ownership under Rule 14a-8(b) is
the date the proposal is submitted, a proponent who does not adequately
prove ownership in connection with a proposal is not permitted to submit
another proposal for the same meeting on a later date.

Nothing in this staff position has any effect on the status of any
shareholder proposal that is not withdrawn by the proponent or its
authorized representative.

http://www.sec.gov/interps/legal/cfslb14f.htm

Home | Previous Page Modified: 10/18/2011

http://www.sec.gov/interps/legal/cfsibl4f.htm 12/18/2014
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The Proponent's Response to the Deficiency Notice



Via 144

$$.2014

Otego^' ogelsperger
The1%oengCompany
106NorthRiversidePlaza
Chicago.IIHnais60606-1596

DearMti yogelsperger.

Enclosedpleaselied the ownership decamentation for the shareholderproposal I
submittedtmderRule 14(n)-6(Proposals of Security14older$oftheUnitedStates
Secenties andExchangeCommission'sproxy regulations on November 13,2014.

Thisis in repit to your leuer dated November21, 2014.Pleasenote that your letter
arrivedut myresidenceon Ntn ember24.2014.I haveincludedtheFedExtmeking
receipt as proofof that arrival ilme.

As i previouslysmted,andconfirmedin the enclosedpacket.I haveowned Boeingstock
whha valueexceeding$2.000l'orayear prior to andincludingthe date of this Proposal
andintendto hold thesesharesthroughthedate of theCompany's 2015annualmeeting.

Copies of correspondence ora request for a''no-action" letter should be forwarded to
OHvid AlmRal' *** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

, inCt* '.

D d Alonsi

Edelosofet ProdußQ%nfiship



David Almasi Friday,December § 2014 10:50414

SubleekRe:Aimedhoolnarequet.Peabina'stesponse
DatsyFrids December5,20140:30AM
FramtilRERHedmanmus,tiedmanebenjamitifedwards.comy

masl«daimaalendonaltentengtgy

JiiDeR

eresponsefromPetiliinig

opinion-of Yershintile lÄntŠkeenunt ownersháuMsubmNthé tradecórillrrfmfi às the account
ifa ementsthat cover the intervèftMepiiriod niote with ttienter letteefrom&R Edwada TM thtality of ihm

Hopethis helps.

Haveagood,weekendt
54e :

$rongDavidAlmasilmalho:daimsi®nationalcantet;orSI
WantilykíndagDecemberói.20itM'20PM'
1px50satthedman
Subjecti#mssiSoelagrequest

incosethìs fielps anyone,here isthe Boeingchauengeto myownershipof their shards,

Page t of i



Ags&.Co.

)m'natedlison?
(650}d7M673-Phone
(6solaa·aeo-Fax-
Men etpM-taember òf FlNRA

FàXCoverSheet

FromiSusanL Hedtnah

Datei (>M G'

Tot #AAi n¿ASA

Fax: 9ON- S- $995'

Numberof PagesOpdudingcoverp IO

Regardingt er .69 r C e ftp-

Tidsfacsimile transmisslancontabrinformutlan thatls confidentlaland/orprielleged. 1hlsinformationisinkendedforuse

ssee(s)ordkatedabove,if you are not thêintended rec(plent,pleasebe advised that anydisclosure,

copying,distribution, oruseofthe contents of this liiformotlan isstelctly prohibited,and that any misdhectedor improperly
receivedInformationtutist beretumed to this company Immediately.We appreciateyour cooperationInphoning orfeiny
usif yott havereceivedthk snaterlotin error.



rFuquost
151]AMDG M G(a

""'E37"*T* ons ' ' Dwooer
8714673

Mel®ttret.seta
O&Wsoorwe4a
kyleig(MWardhaam

December5,2014 amoref¤Pc Ahmere(r

Mr,MichaelI lohr

ØFliceof thedorporatedecretary
The Boeingcompany
100North RiversidePiava
MC50034001
Chicago,R.400064595

DearMr.Lohr,

BeŠminF.Edwards& Co,110]ds434haresofBoeingCompany(the"Company")commonstook
beneficiallyfor AIIce& DavidAfroast,theproponentoftheshareholderproposaisubmittedto Boeingon
14ovember13,2014inattordancewithRule14(a)-8oftheSecuritiesandExchangeActof1934.The
sharesof theCompanystockhavebeenbeneficiallyownscfby Alice& DavidAlmasiformgrethanone
yeafprior tp thesubmission,ofhisresditation.TheShareshavebeencontihuouslybeidsincetheywere
putchaseddri thevadousdatesin20%1,BenjaminE EdwardscontinVettebekithesoldstocit.

Ifyoushouldhaveanyquestionsregardingthis matter,pleasegivemeaca#at877-492-8016.

Sincerely,

Davir1W.Hanson,CPP*
ManaglhaDir4ctot-investpoents
BenlaminE Edwards&Co,

ectDavidAlmasi,Alexandria,Virginia
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Ì�°�¤_CoverSept

FromtSusatiL Redman

Datet ( À^ E '

To: PA/ ÜÁA5e

ram lopS 3- $,S."7f '

NumberofPages(meludogcove*SE
Regarding: +r er.iu. r N:s M.r(9-

3m - a Gu-J g 30 i ( £¾4-ce-

Thisfacsimlietransmisslancontainslit formationthat is confidential rmd/orptMleged.ThisInN atlanisIntendedfor use
onlyby theaddressee(s)lndicatedabove,if yott arenot the Intended recipient,pleasebeadvisedthat anydisclosunt,
copying,distribution,oruse ofthecontentsof this Informationisstrictly prohibited,andthat anymisdirectedor impropetfy
receivedInformationmustberetumedto thiscompanyimmediately,Weappreciateyourcooperationinphoningor faxing
usif youhavereceivedthis muterialinerror,
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copying,distributton,or useofthe rontentsofthis itiformationis strictlyprohlbited,andthat anymisdinettedor improperly
receivedInformultonm(tstheretumèdto this companyimmedlotelya We oppreciate yourepoperationinphoningorfaxlny
nstfyou hmte rstelvedthismoterialln error.
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Via Facsimile 312-544-2829

Decembert 2014 '

Gregory Vogelsperge*

The Boeing Cotapany
100North ltiverside lla:ige ;
Chicago, Illinois 60606-1596 *

DearMr. Vogelsperger..

EnclosedpleaseOmdt te ownershipdocumentation for the sharehofder proposal I
submitted under Rule 14(4)-8(Proposals of Security Holders) of the United States
Securitiesand ExchangeCommission's proxy regulationson November i3,2014.

You should have receiveda FedExenvelope with someownership materialslitum me
earlier today (this paelet was also emailed last Friday to shareholderservices at Boeing).
The enclosedletter frco the Depository Trust Company(DTC) participant should he
addedto the packetan ifulfills all of my requirementsunderRule 14a(8)(b)(2).

Copiesof correspondence or a requestfor a "no-action" letter should beforwarded to
DaVid Almasi, *** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

in r y,

Atmasi *

Enclosure: ProofofOwnctshipAÒÊÏËetter
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4tiefershing Plaza

Deca $014

trånF.Edwards& Co npany
OneNorth BrentwoodBlvd
St.Louf%MO0310$

Rertonßrmation of Ottite reMy fot*k & oMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

DearMs.Dye:

PershingLLC(Pershing), a INY Mellon company,providesolearingandrelatedservicesfor your
financiatorganization,Berd.minF.Edwards& Company.

PershingLLC herbyconuma that accountfor the benefitofAlice Almasi andDavidAlmasiJt Ten,
*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum ful@httitititicedto Pershingby BenjaminP.Edwards& Companyholds43.2708sharesof

ousip097023105/BoeingCC Comstockasof today December8,2014.

SusanM.Jahntz
Vice President
GlobalCustomer Accounts
Pershing LLC

Patma LLÓga BNYMoton company
3NY MELLON wwww»vse,se
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The Boeing Company
2013 Corporate Citizenship Report

Build Better
Communities
Worldwide



Corporate citizenship speaks
to everything we do - from our
products and services to our
business practices and
community engagement.
Boeing and its employees
contribute to sustainable

growth and systemic impact
for communities and their
people worldwide.

This report is available online at

boeing.com/community
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We believethat companies likeours play
a significantrole.in the world beyond
og performance as a corporation.As a

keholderin the succesebf our
mmunitiesne lead resdonsiblyto hel
dress challengesthat afbigger tharN

any.one company's interests.Our
obntributionsand efforts are focused on 6
making a significantdifference in the lives
of people around the world-now and for
generations to come.



Boeing helps enhance lives and
communities worldwide, investing

more than $176 million in 2013, as
well as thousands of volunteer

hours, where we live and work.

24%

38%

$ in millions
E Employee 42.7
E Charitable 67.0
i Business 66.6

Total 176.3

0 We are a company with a proud history Guided by our values, driven by the

and culture of innovation. Whether in our highest ideals of integrity, innovation and
products and services or in the principles value, and comprising more than 168,000
that guide our business practices, we people across the United States and in

B O E I N G believe that one of our greatest innova- more than 65 countries, we recognize the

A L I G N M E N T tions is the ability to make positive, lasting tremendous opportunity-and responsi-
contributions to our global communities. bility-we have to make a positive impact

Motivated from the beginning to build on our world.
a SORDCC S sOmething better, we have remained at in 2013, Boeing, along with its employees,

the forefront of innovation, with ideas that retirees and charitable trust, invested
have changed the world in ways we could $176 million in building better communities
never have imagined when Boeing was worldwide.

ENGMAMGUENT P T A O ae n n O unCOhn With a focus on providing individuals and

first satellites, to playing a role in the next communit es with the tools and resources

ponrtng renserspace ex o o u -n n eSd cat on tehSeeonirroen nt, hceuaSIhdand

abirocaelt,andede uping hydtrogen pnowered . an e v s an u u , n
higher standards. munities to grow plants that can be used

to make sustainable aviation biofuel and

These standards extend beyond our strengthen their local economies, volun-

products to both our business practices teer our skills for process improvements
and our partners. We continuously re- that can heighten the impact of nonprofits,

Lea to right: examine our capabilities and processes partner with customers and nonprofits
to ensure that our company is as strong to airlift humanitarian aid, help veterans

S iyorvarcae easident, Human Resources as our history. This means ensuring translate their military skills into business
and Administration that we provide affordable systems and competencies, and inspire students to

services, create a safe workplace where turn their dreams into reality.
Jim McNerney health and well-being are priorities, and
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer expect responsible business practices We strive to lead responsibly and help our
Lianne Stein and ethical standards from Boeing communities-and our neighbors around

the globe-address the challenges of
Vice President, Global Corporate Citizenship employees and partners today and create a better tomorrow.

3



Elasha Co presented the students
of Aberde d.)High School when the
National nd Science initiative (NMSI)
named it " e l of the Year."Photo:
National d Science initiative

52 SCHOOLS
IN THE PROGRAM SAW A

INCREASE
IN PASSING MATH, SCIENCE

AND ENGLISH AP SCORES Click here for videot Boeing and NMSI
Boost Student AP Scores



Education Boeing works toward
a future when all
students will have
access to learning
so they can develop
theidskills, do what
thefdream and build
something better.

Working with community, business and Boeing s relationship with New Leaders
private sector partners, Boeing supports began in 2002, and focuses on strength-
education programs designed to devel- ening the skills of talented educators and
op a globally competitive workforce and school leaders to drive systemic change
strong communities. By investing our time for a positive effect on students' lives,
and resources into strengthening school
leadership, and programs that foster Strengthening student achievement in
knowledge and 21st century skills, we are math, science and literacy is only part of
giving students the foundation they need why Boeing invests in educat on programs

to be successful leaders and innovators' Inki tve I AMdatahnd ce ent

Boeing supports leadership development Trainingand Incentive Program (APTIP)
programs through New Leaders, a nation- through its Program for Military Families.
al nonprofit that develops transformational in 2011, Boeing partnered with NMSI to
school leaders, and is driving academic make AP courses, tests, teacher training
excellence and preparation for students and certification available in public high
across the United States for success in schools serving a high percentage of
college, careers and citizenship. Four military families - schools like Fairborn
educators and school leaders currently High School in Ohio near Wright-Patterson
training and working at Lindblom Math Air Force Base,
and Science Academy in Chicago's West .
Englewood neighborhood are finding the 'Graduation requirements are different
experience invaluable. with every school," explains senior Brittney

Daugherty, who moved three times
"I want to help create a community of during her high school career due to her
change that prepares students for work father's military service, "and because the
and life," said Molly Myers, a Lindblom schools that I've gone to are in different
social studies teacher. "For me, an states, it's really nice the AP classes will
essential part of becoming that leader stay the same."
is participating in this program where I
am gaining hands-on learning to further Boeing supported the program and its
my skills and better enrich the livesof expansion in three other schools in
the children I teach.,, Maryland, Oklahoma and Virginia. Just

one year into the program, Aberdeen High

5



SINCE 2008 A
BOEING HAS SUPPORTED ALMOST

FIRST TEAMS
WITH FUNDING AND
ACTIVE PARTICIPATION FROM

EMPLOYEE
VOLUNTEERS

Click here for video: Future innovators

Experience FIRST Robotics



Designed to inspire the next generation of

engineers, the FIRST Robotics Competition

matches Boeing employee mentors with

student teams as they design, build and

test robots before competing against

students from around the world. Providing

a lesson in "real-world engineering,"
Boeing mentor Larry Ostrom works with

students from Bellevue, Wash., as they

make final adjustments to their robot.
Photo: Rich Rau



Bringing together engineers and parents

to address the STEM achievement gap,
Iridescent Learning uses cutting-edge

technology to tell engaging stories that
illustrate basic science concepts to
students. Photo: Maria Passaseo

School in Maryland was named NMSI's Boeing's work to ensure that all students approach, a multidisciplinary education
"School of the Year" for its 2012-2013 haveaccess to learning so they can do concept emphasizing natural sciences,
achievements, which included a dramatic what they dream and build something technology and design, these projects
137 percent increase in the number of better is global. delivered development tools to teachers

students who passed rigorous AP math, Extending our work with FIRSTin the to improve science education and createdscience and English exams. Newton rooms for students to conduct
United States, Boeing collaborated with .. . . ... ... hands-on experiments involving robots.

Through Boeing's partnership with For Beijing Youth Foundation and Beijing
Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Student Activity Center to introduce the in Southeast Asia, joining with Malaysia's
Technology (FIRST),our employees serve FIRSTTech Challenge in China. Students Ministry of Education and Ministry of
as mentors and prepare students for in grades 7 to 12gain real-world engi- Science, Technology and Innovation,
the future by instilling an appreciation for neering experience working with robots, Boeing sponsored a first-of-its-kind event
science, engineering and technology while as they develop important leadership in the country to inspire young people
fostering collaboration, problem solving, attributes such as teamwork, communi- to pursue STEM and advanced manufac-
creativity and effective communication cations and professionalism. The winning turing careers. As part of Malaysia
skills. Each year, during an intense six- team receivedthe opportunity to compete Aerospace Education Day in Kuala
week period, Boeing mentors heip more against students from around the Lumpur, 200 high school students had
than 200 student teams design, build and world in tlie FIRSTChampionship in the opportunity to sit in the cockpit of
test robots to compete in regional events. St.Louis, Missouri. an F/A-18 simulator and observe the

. inner workings of a wind tunnel.
"This has been one of the biggest events From one first to another, Boeing sup-

I'veever been to." said Kristi Gable, a ported a science, technology. engineering Through hands-on experiential learning,
student from Newport High School in and math (STEM) Newton aviation camp mentoring and partnerships around
Bellevue,Wash. "It was a lot of fun to be for students in Norway and a state-of- the world, Boeing seeks to inspire
able to see someone that's working on the-art science room in Denmark through students and prepare them for the 21st
stuff that we could be potentially doing in the Northern European nonprofit FIRST century workforce.
the future." Scandinavia. Based on the Newton
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in Mesa, Ariz., Engineering is Elementary

(EiE) enables Mesa Public Schools
teachers and students to develop a greater

understanding of engineering through

fun and interactive curricula. Last year,
more than 30 Boeing engineers visited

classrooms to emphasize the importance

of studying math and science to support

the EiE program, which has reached more

than 4,000 students and 106 teachers.
Photo: Korin Forbes/Mesa Public Schools

MORE THAN

OFBOEING'S
COMMUNITY INVESTMENTS

SUPPORT
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

AROUND THE WORLD



Collaborating in the United States with

public and private partners, Boeing is

a founding member of the Midwest
Aviation Sustainable Biofuels initiative

(MASBI), which advances aviation biofuel

development in the Midwest. By driving

innovation in emerging clean technolo-

gies, MASBI promotes the development
of biofuels as well as the long-term

economic potential of the region.
Photo: iStockphoto.com/Quirex



Environment When we consider
humanity's effects
on nature, we see
o ortunities, not

igations. As a
a 4: a siness and citizer

bethe global
nmunity, we

are innovating with
fresh approaches
t a u ding a

Boeing has a history of achieving the but also improve the livelihoods of
impossible through the confidence to lead, rural communities."
the courage to innovate and the ingenuity
to transform what could be into reality. These farms, typically small and family-

With our employees, we leverage that owned, provide a living for 2 billion
history to build a better future worldwide. people in Southeast Asia. Often, however,
And as a committed, responsible environ- the farmers lack the resources that
mental leader focused on healthy global would make it possible to expand their
growth, we collaborate with research operations. Working with the RSB and
institutions, customers, universities and other partners, Boeing last year funded
governments to solve problems and a workshop in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia,
educate our communities about the called "Sustainable Biomatenals for

importance of environmental protection Better Livelihoods " During the event,
and preservation, more than 60 participants from 15

countries discussed ways to enable these
The Roundtable on Sustainable farmers to add or expand production of
Biomaterials (RSB),an international, biofuel crops.
multi-stakeholder initiativededicated to

effective, responsible biomaterials From the farms of Southeast Asia to
production and processing, is one of the fields and boardrooms of Brazil,
our partners. Through this collaboration, Boeing continues to support the long-term
Boeing is helping Southeast Asian development of aviation biofuel. Boeing,
farmers grow plants that can be used along with GOL Airlines, the Brazilian
to make sustainable aviation biofuel. government, several research institutions

and other players, recently signed the
"We are working with partners from Brazil Biojetfuel Platform, a plan to create
across Southeast Asia to identify how we asustainable Brazilian aviation biofuel
can join together to help small farmers supply chain. Boeing further aided that
improve their production and income," effort by supporting Brazil's first-ever bio-
says Rolf Hogan, executive secretary of fuel flight, a Sao Paolo-to-Brasilia run in a
the RSB."Certifying small farmers is the GOL Next-Generation 737-800 powered in
surest way to ensure sustainable biofuels part by fuel made from waste cooking oil.
that not only reduce carbon emissions,

11



Boeing collaborates with the Roundtable
on Sustainable Biomaterials and other

organizations to help small farmers in

Southeast Asia grow plants for sustainable

biofuel production while improving their
productivity and incomes. Photo:
Roundtable on Sustainable Biomaterials



GLOBALLY
AN ESTlMATED

MILLION
SMALLHOLDER FARMS

SUPPORT
THE LIVELIHOODS OF

2 BILLI
�PEOPLE



From Arizona to South Carolina, the United

Kingdom to Japan, Boeing volunteers serve
as advocates for environmental awareness -

and positive change. Photo: Chris Jue

But Boeing's efforts to improve environ- Through a project partially funded by
mental performance extend well Boeing, the EWB-USA Georgia Tech
beyond biofuel. student chapter is providing access to

clean water for 700 people in Oloo,

th taBndre s UnSpAtWEBnglSAe)rshave ahn e ec s ng po nk
o e cdrittca cho r ucnty p o9be s and Lesigna solar-pooweredalrdghation hsystem

create abetter world. Driven by apassion teach sustainable farming techniques.
to improve the quality of life worldwide,
EWB-USA student and professional Boeing's strength is its people. They are
members implement deep-rooted passionate about challenging themselves
engineering solutions, while creating and conventional ideas in the pursuit of
transformative experiences and pioneering solutions to complex problems,
responsible leaders. United by a deep sense of environmental

stewardship, we draw on that strength to
"The opportunity to apply what I have build better communities worldwide and
learned in the classroom to real-world effect positive change across the globe.
engineering projects has given me
a broader global perspective and Additional information highlighting
valuable opportunity to use my education how Boeing is working to build a better
to improve others' quality of life." Says planet, improve the environmental
Jessie Spruill, an EWB Georgia Institute performance of our products, and create
of Technology (EWB Georgia Tech) the next generation of technologies
student chapter member. "Beyond using appears in our Environment Report, at
my technical knowledge to better the lives www.boeing.com/environment.
of others, participating in projects through
EngineersWithout Borders also develops
me as a leader and global citizen."
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IN2013
BOEING SUPPORTED

MORE THAN

EWB-USA STUDENT

PROJECTS

The EWB Georgia Tech Uganda project

works in partnership with the people of
Oloo, Uganda, to build sustainable water -

supply systems. The experience enables a
American students to lead real-world

projects and develop into responsible I (4)
future leaders, in 2013, Boeing awarded 67
grants to 54 EWB-USA professional and

student chapters, with positive impacts on
more than 265,000 lives. Photo: Engineers

Without Borders Georgia Tech



Working with The Mission Continues, Frank
Parrado served his Boeing-sponsored

fellowship at Veterans Ocean Adventures in
Miami. The Mission Continues empowers

veterans to apply their legacy of action and
service within their communities. Photo:

Dale Rainville

BOENG AND
ITS EMPLOYEES
DONATED MORE THAN

MILLION
TO MILITARY AND



Militaryand Recognizing the
unique value of service

Veterans members, veterans
and military families,
Boeing creates

3 opportunities and
invests in partnerships
that provide pathways
to build better lives for
them, their families
and their communities.

Leadership. Management. Teamwork. For Boeing Fellow Kimberly McGraw, The
Accountability. Responsibility. These are Mission Continues has been a platform for
some of the skills military veterans develop teaching philanthropic values to students
during their service. But as they return and increasing their school and community
home and seek to put those skills to work, involvement. "I found a new home with
some face obstacles to employment that The Mission Continues," she says. "And,
can seem insurmountable. to me, that is more than enough energy,

Today, Boeing employs more than 23,000 support and love than one could ask for."
veterans and reservists who have entered in the business sector, Boeing's partner-
the private sector and stands by to assist, ship with American Corporate Partners
by collaborating with organizations like (ACP)allows Boeing professionals to
The Mission Continues. help returning veterans develop career em ,

paths and build professional contacts.
"The idea behind The Mission Continues Our employees offer mentoring, career
is to create an opportunity for veterans to counseling and networking opportunities,
serve in their community. By doing so, "giving back" while gaining a deeper
veterans rebuild their sense of purpose understanding of issues that face the Boeing supports American Corporate

while at the same time making their veteran community. Partners, a nationwide program dedicated
community stronger," says Eric Greitens, to helping veterans transition from the

founder and CEO of The Mission Now serving in the U.S.Army Judge armed services to the civilian workforce,

Continues, and a former Navy SEAL, Advocate General's Corps, Capt. Adam During yearlong mentorships, veterans

Mittman says he found ACP helpful in interact with Boeing professionals to

Through The Mission Continues, veterans framing his decisions about re-entering develop career paths and build professional
can serve their country in new ways civilian life. "The opportunity to meet networks. Photo: Charles Waniess

through innovative, action-oriented regularly with someone who has been
programs. One Boeing-supported effort through the transition himself, and to learn
awards six-month community service from their experience, has been invalu-
fellowships to post-9/11 veterans. This able.Likewise, being able to leverage my
program encourages veterans to channel mentor's network to learn from others in

their strengths, skills and compassion potential follow-on professions has helped
toward educational, environmental or clarify the direction Iwant to take in my
social issues in their communities by ,,
working with local nonprofit organizations. next career Click here for more information: Boeing

Military Skills Translator Tool
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Boeing Employees Veterans Association
endeavors to ensure that our veterans'
dedication and service are never forgotten,
by staging year-round recognition, commu-

nity engagement and networking events.
Photo: Alex Cole

His mentor is John Robinson, a retired has been instrumental in gaining the
U.S.Air Force officer and senior manager training and experience necessary for my
in Boeing Government Operations. Mr. Boeing career," she says. "There are many
Robinson views ACP as an opportunity similarities between facilities - machinery,
to repay those who helped him during processes, being able to understand the
his personal transition, and a way to customer's perspective - that support
assist the next generation of U.S. service military airfield operations and those
members as they separate or retire from that are required to support production
the military. "It has been a wonderful of the 787."
experience, working with motivated and
passionate leaders as they evolvefrom The Boeing Employees VeteransAssocia-
a life of service in uniform to a life of tion (BEVA),an affinity group in which
service to their communities in a civilian employees can motivate, mentor and

capacity," Capt.Mittman says. coach one another, serves as a con-
nection point for veterans and reservists

Since 2011, Boeing has managed a throughout the company.

n o oo e u a Wchoatneasnd v dVuAa hopieT e a chh i e

opportunities. One beneficiary is Jackie president of the Potomac Region BEVA
Sullivan,an Air Force Academy graduate chapter. "I am proud to be part of a group
who served for five years before of Boeing employees that makes the extra
becoming a facilities planner at Boeing effort to support veterans and veteran-
in South Carolina. "My military service related activities.

Click here for more information: Boeing
Tribute to Service
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Supplies arrive on board a Boeing MV-22B

Osprey during Operation Damayan,

which provided relief in the aftermath of

Typhoon Haiyan. Photo: U.S.Marine Corps

by Caleb Eames

BOEING AND ITS
EMPLOYEES
HAVE DONATED
MORE THAN

MILLION
TO RELIEF EFFORTS
WORLDWIDE

SINCE 2000



Humanitarian There is no greater
privilege than helpingÜÈ those in need. In
the face of natural
disasters or
humanitarian need,

" Boeing's people
È and products are

often present to help
communities around
the world.

Human need drives action, and the sum the extra fuel needed to fly the cargo from
of those actions demonstrates Boeing's Everett, Wash., to the Philippines.
long-standing commitment to the eco-
nomic well-being of our global communi- "Helping more than 650,000 victims of
ties. Through rapid assistance or targeted Typhoon Haiyan, we are deeply appre-
support, and in partnerships with custom- clative of Boeing and Philippine Airlines
ers, relief organizations and other collabo- for enabling us to deliver these critical
rators, Boeing and its employees provide supplies to families who have endured
essential resources, talent and support. so much," says Michael Williams, supply

chain manager at World Vision.
Last year, Boeing and its employees con-
tributed $1.7 million to disaster recovery The Humanitarian DeliveryFlights program
efforts around the world, while our is a collaboration of Boeing, its airline

products played a key role in providing customers, and domestic nonprofit and
humanitarian assistance. international NGOs to combine humani-

tarian aid with the delivery of new aircraft
Roaring through the Philippines, Typhoon throughout the world.
Haiyanaffected more than 14 million . .
people. With the island nation's infra- In accepting its first 777-300ER delivery,
structure in ruins, Boeing MV-22 Ospreys Kenya Airways worked with Boeing to At Boeing's Everett, Wash., Delivery Center,
airlifted some of the first relief assets to transport 10,400 pounds of agricultural more than 10,000 pounds of humanitarian

equipment and medical supplies for the supphes go into the cargo hold of Kenya

reach the survivors. Deployed by the Alaska Sudan Medical Project (ASMP). Airways' first 777-300ER. The cargo helped
Marine Corps, the aircraft femed lifesaving A grass-roots charity. ASMP provides build clinics, drill water wells and develop
supplies and evacuated those most in vital humanitarian aid to the people of agriculture in the South Sudan. Photo:

need of medical treatment. the South Sudan by building medical Ed Turner
Meanwhile. through the Boeing clinics, drilling wells and developing
Humanitarian Delivery Flights program, local agriculture.

twheee irekeadg chy Vs r o coa di- Working with our global network of
nate a special flight of the airline's newly customers, suppliers and community
purchased Boeing 777-300ER. Boeing partners, Boeing is uniquely posit oned
employees hand-loaded the plane with to make a difference dunng disaster and
40,000 pounds of temporary shelter ma- humanitarian reliefefforts and be a force Click here for video: Boeing Volunteers
terials, and the Boeing 777 team donated for positive change. Respond in Moore, Okla.
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BOSNGAND
ITS EMPLOYEES
CONTRIBUTED MORE THAN

b MILLION
TO HEALTH AND HUMAN

SERVICESPROGR41S
IN 25 COUNTRIES

Since 2012, Boeing has supported a e
project known as "Saving Indigenous

Plants - Seed Saving Partnership with

Bangli Farmers" through the IDEP Selaras
Alam Foundation. The foundation works

with local farmers to educate and train

them in renewable farming techpiques
for long-term sustainability. Photo: Click here for video: Cultivating a
Bob Ferguson li Sustainable Future



Health and Because we believe

H in the human anduman Services economic potential
of our communities,
Boeing supports
programs that increase
the abili of individuals
and communities to
succeed in a constantly
evolving world.

By helping others achieve well-being and Egypt and expanded to other parts of the Around the world, Boeing is enabling
lead purposeful lives, Boeing increases the Middle East, Start Up promotes regional individuals and communities to be
capacity of individuals and communities employment and helps students launch positioned for long-term success by
to succeed. and run their own businesses. supporting programs that make systemic,

Working with the IDEP SelarasAlam Building on that experience, Boeing lasting contributions.
Foundation in Bali, Boeing is helping to has partnered with INJAZ ElDjazair, the
equip local farmers with the knowledge Algerian branch of INJAZ Al-Arab, in
and tools they need to grow organic support of its Entrepreneurship Pipeline
foods and improve their quality of life. initiative, which aims to build and sustain

an entrepreneurial environment through-
Known as "Saving Indigenous Plants - out Algeria
Seed Saving Partnership with Bangli
Farmers," the project trains farmers to "By creating an environment where young
organically grow and preserve indigenous people are encouraged to innovate-from
plant seeds sustainably. The foundation grassroots business education in primary
also assists the farmers in packaging, and secondary schools to hands-on
marketing and selling these seeds business creation training-we havean
across Bali. opportunity to impact employment and

job creation in Algeria," says Leen
"I hope we Bangli farmers have sowed the Abdel Jaber, executive director of INJAZ
seed of inspiration in fellow farmers near El Djazair.
and far so others will consider organic
farming to help protect our environment in the U.S.,Boeing employees in the
and livelihood," explains Ketut Suratna, a greater Washington, D.C.,area are
local farmer. working with D.C.Central Kitchen (DCCK)

to combat hunger and create opportunity
in other efforts worldwide, Boeing is by employing at-risk adults who prepare in addition to reducing hunger and deliv-

cultivating the seeds of entrepreneurship nutritious products for anarray of commu- ering balanced meals, Boeing and D.C.

In the leaders of tomorrow. nity partners. Since our partnership began central Kitchen are preparing unemployedadults to re-enter the workforce. With our

Inspiring business innovation among the in 2010, DCCK has provided almost 10 support. DCCK s campus Kitchens Project

youth of the Middle East and North Africa, million healthy meais to low-income indi" expanded its internship program and

Boeing and the nonprofit INJAZ Al-Arab viduals while growing its social enterprise realized an 87 percent joo piacement rate

have co-developed the Start Up Program portfolio by 400 percent. in 2013. Photo: D.C. Central Kitchen

to reduce unemployment. Piloted in
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Students from Charleston Development
Academy in South Carolina stand before a

mural they created during their Engaging

Creative Minds activities. Photo: Engaging

Creative Minds.

O S ESSpA RS

CREATIVITY
IS THE NUMBER ONE SKILL

THEY SEEK WHEN

*AmericariaEhe Arts, Arts Educations

Navigatòr: Facts and Figures (2013), 05.



Arts and imagination plus
discipline equals

Culture innovation. it,s an
equation that every
artist applies.
We believe that
experiencing the arts
can help tomorrow's
leaders build creative
mindsets - an
advantage that a
complex, uncertain
future will demand.

When we consider our many accomplish- "Amajor goal of education is to help stu- ¯

ments - from designing and building the dents think both critically and creatively as
earliest biplanes to creating and support- they engage the world around them," says
ing today's aerospace technologies- Kevin Smith, principal of C.E.Williams
we see that innovation is driven by human Middle School for Creative and Scientific
creativity, curiosity and intellect. Arts in Charleston. "Incorporating the arts ,

into learning helps to stimulate ideas and
Through the arts, we learn to commu- spark the creativity that lives within each
nicate more effectively, to appreciate child, which ultimately fosters world-class
diverse ways of thinking, and to harness leaders and innovators."
the power of design. These critical skills,
combined with a solid foundation in math Boeing's support for a program called
and the sciences, will help us answer the Chicago Shakespeare in the Parks brings
challenges of the 21st-century workplace. the playwright's imagery, intrigue and

ingenuity to lifefor culturally underserved
Boeing's support for the arts and the communities. The free performances,
humanities centers on efforts that staged throughout the city, also boost
encourage our global communities to local economies.
participate in and encourage cultural
experiences that can broaden their Our commitment to improving commu- Since 2012, Chicago Shakespeare in the
perspectives, cultivate their creativíty and nities around the world can be seen in Parks has been breaking down barriers

prepare them to resolve the complexities programs like Folklorama Teachings in nnaty paernkcsethu ut theeci a no

of tomorrow and beyond. Winnipeg, Manitoba. Folklorama enhances cost to patrons. Photo: Chuck Osgood/

In South Carolina, working with a program lear ng ahnrdadhvahncesprofessi ualdevel- Chicago Shakespeare Theater

called Engaging Creative Minds (ECM), experiences that celebrate diversity.
Boeing is helping the arts and education
communities collaborate. The goal: to Boeing functions at the forefront
inspire students with the drive to become of innovation, and we are convinced that
imaginative, adaptable, productive adults. innovation flourishes when the sciences
Working with 14 schools in the Charleston and the humanities meet. The arts are
County School District, ECM reaches essential for strong communities - and
more than 4,000 students and produces successful companies.
cultural festivals for the entire community.
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b BOEING LEADERS
LEND KNOWLEDGE AND
SKILLS TO MORE THAN

NONPROFIT
43ll ORGANIZATIONS

VING ON THEIR BOARDS

Boeing seeks not only to inspire character
development, but also to celeb te it. -
"A Year in the Blue," a two-hou oeing- ---

sponsored documenlary, reflect on the

lessons learned by Air Force cadets

throughout a year at the Air Force Academy.
Photo: U.S. Air Force photo by Mike Kaplan



Øvio When individuals
actively work together

Engagement to improve their

communities, they o
pp develop into strong

leaders with the
knowledge, skills and
appreciation to build®
a stronger society.

Boeing supports programs that bring faculty together, we facilitate discussions
individuals together to increase public of global issues.
understanding and engagement in the
issues that affect our communities and Working year-round to support leader-

our world. We believe in building strong ship development at the academies,
communities and even stronger leaders Boeing participates in seminars, internship
through open dialog; a willingness to programs and competitions that not only
understand varied cultures, perspectives enrich the educational experience, but
and issues; and the desire to empower also provide a foundation of knowledge,
others to bring about positive change. skills and appreciation on which to build

a stronger society.
At Boeing, leadership is about sharing .
knowledge and skills, as well as develop- We also bring leadership development
ing relationships centered on our core out of the work environment, through
values. Nowhere is that approach better collaborations with nonprofit organizations.
understood than at the U.S.service By serving on nonprofit boards, our "

academies, where future officers employees and leaders share their time
undergo undergraduate education and and skills to help amplify the effectiveness A

of these vital community partners.
leadership training• By serving on nonprofit boards, Boeing

Working with the United States Military Michael Kramer, director of international employees have the opportunity to use

Academy, the Naval Academy and business support for Boeing's Shared and enhance their professional talents

the Air Force Academy, Boeing supports Services Group, serves on the board while supporting positive change to their

avariety of initiativesaimed at develop- of the North Lawndale Employment communities. Photo: Boeing

ing and preparing America's future Network in Chicago, which provides
military leaders. workforce development opportunities

for at-risk individuals.

Through involvement in major national
conferences such as West Point's "Taking the leadership and business skills
National Conference on Ethics in America, I've developed in the workplace to support
the Naval Academy's McCain Conference an organization with such a great mission
and the Air Force Academy's National is a privilege," says Kramer. "By advancing
Character and Leadership Symposium, their mission, I'm able to change lives and
all of which bring cadets, midshipmen and improve our community. Click here for video: Supporting

Tornorrow's Leaders
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BOEING EMPLOYEES
CONTRIBUTED

S
in Southern California, our employees

have a strong history of supporting M i L L I O N
Homeboy Industries and one of their six

social enterprises, Homegirl Café, through THROUGH ECF IN
the Employees Community Fund.
Homeboy industries serves high-risk,

formerly gang-involved men and women
with a continuum of free services and

programs, and operates seven social

enterprises that serve as job-training

sites. Photo: Homeboy Industries



EmplOyees For generations,our employees have
90% TU demonstrated

Nrl Fund . dedication to building
better communities
worldwide through
Boeing's Employees
Community Fund-A
one of the largest
employee owned and
managed funds of its
kind in the world.

In 2013, the Employees Community Fund Homegirl Café enables young people
(ECF)of The Boeing Company enabled to gain fundamental job skills in a sup-

Boeing employees to invest more than portive environment. Serving more than

$27 million in grants and partnership just breakfast and lunch, Homegirl Café a - (
support to local nonprofit organizations. empowers women to support themselves A <"

and their families while developing job
As a registered nonprofit. ECF has been skills as they work toward better lives.
empowering employees to pool their
tax-deductible donations for greater "Boeing employees don't want to just go
impact for more than 60 years. Recurring to work, earn a paycheck and go home,"
payroll deductions or one-time gifts are says Steve Goo, Boeing vice president
distributed locally across the United States of Aircraft Modernization Services and
through employee advisory boards. a Homeboy Industries board member. }
Boeing pays all administrative costs, so "They want to do something that matters,
every employee dollar helps strengthen something lasting for their communities
local communities. and neighbors." From left to right, Army Staff Sgt.
In Southern California alone, ECFhelps in the state of Washington, Boeing ECF Brandon Moffett and Bill Baker, manager

more than 350 nonprofit organizations members supported Enduring Support, of the Usowelcome Center at Seattle-

every year. One of them is Homeboy a USO Northwest capital campaign Tacoma international Airport, meet with
Industries, the largest gang intervention, aimed at building a new USO lounge with Rod Sigvartson, president of Boeing

rehab and re-entry program in the amenities for traveling service members at diCs ums ren Fa indn thauta grant

United States. Based in downtown Los Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. from the employee-managed fund will help

Amnugntlyæ rtdnees ip tthBhoo aacnodmits "Knowing there is a comfortable, wel- make possible. Photo: Jim Anderson

employees can succeed. coming place to cali home while service
members or their spouses travel means

Boeing sponsors the Homeboy Solar a lot to them," says Don Leingang, USO
Panel InstallationTrainingand Certification Northwest executive director. "It's a great
Program, which prepares candidates for privilege to work with individuals like those
employment in a "green" industry. At the with the Employees Community Fund of
same time, through ECFour employees in Boeing Puget Sound who recognize the
Southern California support the Homegirl sacrifices they make."
Café & Catering Training Program. One Click here for video: Boeing Support Helps
of Homeboy's six social enterprises, Homeboy Industries Make a Difference
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22 COUNTRIES am" # ..
50 STATES m

DAYS A YEAR s

THOUSANDS
OF BOEING
VOLUNTEERS

Through skills-based volunteer efforts,

Boeing employees used their Lean+

training and knowledge to pinpoint 36

opportunities for process improvement,

helping the Seattle Aquarium's education

program reduce the time it takes for

visitors to register and for aquarium

staff to process a request. Photo:
1/larian Lockhart



Olunteerng Every day, aroundthe globe, thousands
of Boeing volunteers
come together to build

etter communities.
We believe that 2
volunteering is not

© Just a valuable - a;a

contribution, but also
an opportunity for
personal growth and
social change.

One of the most amazing things we meet our mission of educating more peo- "
build doesn't even fly. It's a movement in pie about the importance of our oceans."
which, every day, thousands of Boeing
employee volunteers help build better Fivethousand miles away, employees at

com u9nitietNTeheyernentoryoutLbdring Boeing'sdMoscowwDe genUCenteRrhelLed
helping hands, preserve natural habitats, nonprofit aimed at training and working
and leverage their professional skills with children with Down syndrome.
to improve the effectiveness of their Boeing Moscow has supported a n mber
community partners. of volunteer activities at the Downs de

Up center in Moscow.
Take Blake Skouras, amanager in Boeing's .
747 Lean+ Promotion Office in Everett, "Participation by members of the commu-
Wash.He leads a team focused on nity is vital," says Anna Portugalova of the

reducing manufacturing time and overall Downside Up Charity Fund. "For several
costs for one of aviation's most iconic years, Boeing Russia has helped us to

airplanes, and he uses his knowledge implement early intervention programs for
to help another Puget Sound icon-the children, enabling us to make tremendous

progress in tangibly improving the lives
Seattle Aquarium. of Russian people." Boeing india President Pratyush Kumar
Using the Lean+ problem-solving model . accompanies a young patient during

to make process improvements, Skouras To sum it all up, the passion to help im- a volunteer event in Bangalore where
prove livesand communities burns brightly free medical checkups were provided to

set out to boost the efficiency of the in thousands of Boeing employees, their almost 400 children. The event was held in
aquarium's visitor registration process by family members and their friends. In connection with our 2013 Global Month of
reducing the amount of time it takes for connection with our annual Earth Dayand Service, when Boeing employees in India
groups to sign up for visits. The result is Global Month of Service activities alone and throughout the world engaged in more
easing administrative staff burdens and ' than 140 Boeing-supported community
improving the customer experience, they supported more than 280 events. programs during the month of July.

*We anticipate seeing time savings of Across the globe, Boeing volunteers Photo: Max Ali

anywhere between 25 and 80 percent," willingly give their time and talents to
says Catie Fyfe, who manages school and experiences that help communities thrive,
family programs at the aquarium. "This and cultivate personal as well as profes-
means we are able to bring more students sional growth• Click here for more information: Diving

and families in the door, allowing usto in for success
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By donating their time, money and skills,
Boeing employeesbuild better communities
worldwide every day.

This report is available online at boeing.com/community Photo: Maria Passaseo
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Boeing is a responsible partner, neighbor and citizen to the diverse
communities and customers we serve.We are building a better future with
nnovativeproducts that are cleaner, more efficientand set a new standard for
performance. Boeing follows responsible business practices and promotes
positive changes in the lives of people around the world while growing share-

holder and customer value n a competitive global marketplace.

lisit us at boe ng.com Visit us at boeing corni Photo above:
to learn more about investorrefalons to With all-new engines

Boeing and how ex- view our annual and composite wings
traordinarv innovations aports and to find the 777X will be the

in our products and additional information largost. most efficient

services are he ping about our financial twin-ongine jet in the

schie the world s perfor nanco and world.

toughest problems. Boeing business

practices.

VISit us at boeing.COmi Visit US at boeing.COm

envirCnment (O cComunity (O vi W Our

VioW Our CUrrent CorpOnno Cdi?onship

Environment Reoort Report and cthor

and information on Infonnation about how

how the peopio of Boeing is working to
Boeing are develocang imaryze Communities

ways to protect the workhide.

planet and create a
better tomorrow. .4
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Chicago, IL 60606-1596
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Boeing: Seeking Support from Boeing Page 1 of 1

Merchandise | Corporate Govemance | Employee/Retiree/Ernergency Information | Ethics | suppilers LoGIN

|Search

BA 121.83 (+1.06)

About Us Products Businesses/Services Media investors Careers Global

About Boeing

About Us

General Information Seeking Suppoft fromBoeing

Executive Biographies We believe that companies like ours play a significant role in the world beyond our performance as a

Advertising and corporation. As a stakeholder in the success of our communities, we lead responsibly to help address
Branding challenges that are bigger than any one company's interests. Our contributions and efforts are focused on

making a significant difference in the lives of people around the world - now and for generations to come.
Boeing International i . Boeing's strategy for community investing is to apply our
Culture unique competencies toward sustainable, measurable growth

. . and self-sufficiency for the organizations we partner with -
Diversity growth that will continue long after the last Boeing dollar is

Education spent.

Environment We look for partnerships with organizations that are leaders
in what they do (no matter their size), that promote

Corporate Citizenship diversity, demonstrate innovation and align and collaborate

Community with others toward common workable soiutions to
Engagement community issues.

Employee Engagement our community investments are managed locally where
Boeing has a presence, so grant making strategies are

Seeking Support from tailored by each site to address the specific needs of their region.
Boeing

Government Operations Please select your state or country from the list below to learn more about Boeing's processes and priorities for that area:

Safety and Health at United States Canada
Work & Alabama & British Columbia (Richmond)

& älaaka & Manitoba (Winnicea)

History Asia

Research Assistance & California e Australia

Tours 0 .Clilla

& Geg[g a
& Southeast Asia RPnion

& South Korea

& Montana Europe, Middle East, Africa

& New Mexico e Africa

e Quia e Central and Eastern Europe
& Oklahoma & J[aDce

& gregga & Germany

& Pennsvivania & Istagi
& South Carolina & Itilly.
6 Texas @ Middle East/Persian Gulf Reaion

y kingsi;gn & Northern Furor>e
y San Antonio & Russia and Commonwealth of IndeDendent States

y glfaSQ @ Saudi Arabia

& Washinaton. D.C./ Potomac

gegiga ® United Kinadam

& Washinaton / Punet Sound Realon Latin America

E Mexico. Colombia. Chile

Boeina International | Digg[sity | Cornorate Citi7Pnshin | Fnvironment | Government OneraNons | Videos | ImagES

Copyright © 1995 - 2014 Boeing. All Rights Reserved. site Terms | Privacv & Cookie Poliev | Contact Us | fäQ

http://www.boeing.com/boeing/companyoffices/aboutus/community/seeking_support.page? 12/15/2014
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AirdrAF-fæsF CALIFORNIA - Local Grantmaking Guidelines

Boeing's journey as a giobal industry leader and corporate citizen parallels its nearly 100-year history of building better
communities worldwide.

As we contribute toward sustainable growth and systemic impact for our communities and their people, we must place
greater emphasis on preparing individuals for success through lifelong leaming - a process that starts at birth and
continues throughout peoples' lives. With a focus on integrated, active and ongoing leaming we can best build the
capacity of individuals and communities to succeed in a constantly evolving world. To this end, our contributions and
efforts in Califomia are focused on these key strategies: education, environment, health and human services, arts and
culture and civic enqaqement - to make systemic, lasting contributions to our community.

How do submit Our Community Investors work through existing networks and partners to identify the
information in order organizations and programs with whom we wish to work. There are many opportunities to meet
to be considered for our Community investors in the community at events/conferences/convenings centered on
a grant? their particular focus area. If you are not actively pursuing such opportunities in the community

and wish to seek support from Boeing, please see the following instructions.

1. Read this complete document to understand Boeing's local community investment
guidelines for California. Ail the information about the objectives of our grantmaking, types
of support and our service area can be found here.

2. Examine the Focus Area Objectives corresponding to the focus area under which your
programs fall. These objectives list the types of programs which we can fund through this
function. WE DO NOT FUND PROGRAMS THAT FALL OUTSIDE THESE OBJECTlVES.

3. If you believe your project aligns, email the Community investor listed for that Focus
Area. The email should indicate that you have examined this Guidelines Document and
should provide a brief and clear indication of HOW your programs support the listed Focus
Area Objective(s).

4. If we are interested in pursuing your proposed project, the Community Investor will
contact you to discuss the possibility of submitting an LOl.

2014 Deadlines:

Strategy Focus Area LOI Deadline Application eDeadline GrantsBAwarded

Arts & Culture N/A July 1 September 1

Health & Human Services N/A July 1 September 1

Environment July 1 August 1 October 3

Early Learning and Primary/ July 1 August 1 October 3
Secondary Education

Where does Boeing Geographic Service Area
focus its support in
California? While we focus efforts to support broad initiatives that affect ali of California, most investments

are made in communities where we have a significant operational, manufacturing and/or
employee base. Currently, those communities are all in Southern California. We work
within Boeing's community investment strateqies to develop a site-specific plan tailored to the
particular needs of our region, focusing our grants on the following strategies listed below.



CALIFORNIA - Local Grantmaking Guidelines

Education:
The core of our Education outreach is supporting teacher professional development. We do not
fund student-facing programs. Additionally, with thousands of public schools in our service
area, we focus on helping at the district, county and state level. We do not support individual
schools.directly,
o in Early Learning we support systemic improvements in early care and education

programs that will ensure the delivery of and access to quality early leaming opportunities
for cl ildren:from birth to age five.. Boeing supports programs benefiting traditionally
undereervedfamilies and communities in Califomia that have the least access to quality
early childhood education. Our investments:
• Increase parental and caregiver knowledge and skills to nurture a child's social,

ernotional and cognitive development.
• Improve the professional development of diverse center based teachers and family

child care providers.
• Promote public awareness on the benefits of quality early learning by engaging

families, providers, policymakers, the media and other stakeholders and developing
leaders to shape better education policy and resource allocation state wide, particularly
for those from disadvantaged and minority backgrounds.

o in Primary/Secondary Education we strive to build capacity and align educational
systems by focusing on the development of school leadership, teachers, programs and
curricula that focus on advancing students' capacity for lifelong learning and their overall
educational outcomes, especially in subjects that can prepare them for STEM careers.
Boeing supports systemic and results-oriented programs that prepare students in California
for success in college, career and life. Our investments:
• Enhance math and science educator professional development. Programs should be

intensive, ongoing and sustainable; focused on specific academic content; connected
to practice; mission driven and aligned with other district initiatives; collaborative and
system-wide; reflective, including mentoring or peer coaching; and related to
achievement gains for all students.

• Increase the number of quality math and science educators, specifically in under
performing schools and districts.

• Recruit, develop, and retain dynamic and diverse education leaders such as principals,
curriculum specialists, superintendents and school board members who can drive
transformation in under performing schools and districts.

• Promote hands-on and inquiry-based math and science content that is rigorous,
aligned to the Common Core standards, enhances science, technology, engineering
and math (STEM) competencies, and relevant to STEM workforce needs.

Contact for Education: Early Learning Kevin.M.Ober@boeinq.com and Primary/Secondary
Education Tamika.M.Lana@boeinq.com

Environment:

We invest in programs that educate and engage communities about the importance of taking
action to reduce their impacts on the environment and climate change. The programs
supported should exhibit each of the following three aspects: Awareness, Education and Action
and seek to: 1) provide awareness of specific environmentai concerns for program participants;
2) provide educational opportunities for program participants to understand what can be done
to address the specific environmental concerns; and 3) require measureable action on the part
of program participants. Of particular interest are programs that target underserved populations
or educators who work with underserved populations in one of these three areas:

o Water

• Programs that support the development and implementation of water conservation and
rainwater capture systems-this includes consumer education efforts on how to reduce
water consumption and implement new technologies in their households. Particular
attention will be paid to programs that address underserved communities in our region.

• Support efforts that protect our coastal and inland waterways and the surrounding



CALIFORNIA - Local Grantmaking Guidelines

habitats through community education with specific attention paid to the connection to
water conservation and clean water efforts.

o Urban Community Health

• Programs that educate youth, families, community leaders and businesses on
environmental issues and their impact on the health of the community. These types of
education programstare not school curriculum- or standards-based and are delivered
outside the traditional classroom setting that lead participants to take action in
changing or modifying environmental behavior.

Environmental EducaNon
• Programs that supbort and advance environmental studies in our schoois. Otir goal is

to provide a contiriuum of services from Early Childhood through the traditional K-12
Classroom. As witikour Education Focus Area, the emphasis will be on teacher and
educator professional development.

Contact for Environment: Vanessa.Pereda@Boeinq.com

Health and Human Servicks:i
We focus on programs that help individuals train in relevant skills, obtain employment, build
assets, access heaith services, and improve health. Additionally, programs that provide for the
economic growth of underserved communities through social enterprises and systemic

improvements in service delivery. Boeing supports collaborative regional programs with
innovative solutions and demonstrated outcomes that directly enhance the economic self-
sufficiency of California residents. Investments will be made in initiatives that provide:

• Financial stability services, including investment, savings account, credit rating,
mortgage procurement training

• Collaborative programs that provide innovative job training that leads to employment
placement and increased personal income in growth and emerging industry sectors,
such as Healthcare; Logistics/Goods Movement, including food and produce; and
Construction, including green jobs

• Social enterprises that serve as places for on-site job training/business education,
which provide disposable products and services that benefit the community.

Contact for Health and Human Services: Kevin.M.Ober@,boeinq.com

Arts and Culture:

Boeing believes an education which includes the arts provides students with the skills and
abilities to succeed in life and navigate careers in the 21st century. Our investments in 2013
will continue to support the advancement of two county-wide initiatives: Arts for All in Los
Angeles County and Arts Advantage in Orange County. We focus our support on organizations
who work in collaboration or partnership to directly support these initiatives.

This includes support to school districts, government agencies and arts partners focusing on
programs that:

• Enable school districts to adopt policies, plans and budgets for quality, standards-
based arts education delivered in the classroom.

• Support Arts for AII or Arts Advantage school districts in their ability to advance and/or
deepen their work.

• Provide professional development for teachers and administrators.
• Support and promote advocacy for arts education.

Contact for Arts and Culture: Vanessa.Pereda@Boeinq.com

Civic Engagement:
Boeing GCC in California continues to support the leadership development of our community
partners along with efforts that highlight the impacts of diverse communities in the region.
However, we are not currentiy accepting new solicitations for support under this focus area.



CALIFORNIA - Local Grantmaking Guidelines

Besides corporate in Califomia we have the opportunity to support organizations in the following ways:
cash grants, what
other types of
support are available Business-related Sponsorships: Requests that are national in scope or are
and may I apply for business/marketing related are very ilmited and are processed through the Boeing Brand
multiple resources? Center. For information and application, please visit

http:llwww.boeinq.com/companyoffices/aboutus/sponsorship/index.html.

Loc C le Galas, Fundraisers a i Benefits: Because of limited sponsorship dollars
our support of these types of events is gerierally reserved for existing community partners and
those organizations whose efforts align specifically with our community investment strategies o
(see above)Contact the community investor listed above under your specific focus area.

Executive Board Service: Board support is provided for current grantees and potential
partner organizations whose missions and programs align with our strategic investing
objectives. To request a Boeing executive.to serve on your board, submit the letter of inquiry
here: www dybergrants.com/boeing/qovernanceboard/loi. We will review the questionnaire and
contact you with more questions and/or discuss an appropriate executive for the position.
Please note that our executives are in considerable demand and placement is highly
competitive.

Volunteers: Priority is given to those projects that have a demonstrated interest with our
employee volunteers and whose outreach directly addresses those issues outlined above for
our grant investments. Contact: Maria.A.Passaseo(alboeinq.com

In-kind donations: Occasionally we are able to accept requests for in-kind donations such as
excess office furniture, equipment and materials. Contact: Kevin.M.Ober@Boeinq.com.

The Employees Community Fund of Boeing California (ECF) operates separately from
Global Corporate Citizenship in California. If you have questions about current or past funding
that your organization has received from ECF, you must contact ECF directly. Funding from
ECF is provided on an employee referral basis. A Boeing employee contributing to the ECF
Pooled Fund may nominate your organization. The employee can find information on how to
nominate an organization by visiting on the Boeinq internal website.

Outside organizations can learn more about ECF at http://www.ecfboeinqca.orql.

Who should I contact For general inquiries, please contact, Tamika Lang, Manager, Western Region Global
with additional Corporate Citizenship at Tamika.M.Lanq@boeinq.com. When corresponding, please indicate
questions? that you obtained the contact information by visiting the Boeing Website.



Exhibit G

The Boeing Company Focus Area Objectives Webpage andDocuments Linked Thereto
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About Boeing

About Us

General Information Community Engagement

Executive Biographies Corporate citizenship speaks to everything we do - from our products and

Advertising and services to our business practices and community engagement. Boeing and ,a-
Branding its employees contribute to sustainable growth and systemic impact for

communities and their people worldwide.

Boeing International Since our first charitable donation in 1917, Boeing has sought to bring innovation and new

Culture thinking to the business challenges we face while making valuable contributions to society. 2

. . Now, with more than 168,000 people across the United States and in more than 65 Šr
Diversity countries, our opportunity to make a positive impact in communities is greater than ever

Education before.

Environment Using our talent, time and resources, Boeing and its employees are helping to build better
communities worldwide.

Corporate Citizenship & Education

Community & Environment

_Engagernent & Military and Veterans

Employee Engagement & Humanitarian Relief

Seeking Support from Additionally, Boeing invests in community programs supporting Health and Human Download the 2013 Corporate

Boeing Services. Arts and Culture and Civic Encacement to help develop lifelong learning and
prepare healthy, creative thinkers and strong leadership for the future.

Government Operations

Safety and Health at
Work

History Education
Research Assistance

Boeing works toward a future when all students will have access to
Tours learning so they can develop their skills, do what they dream, and

build something better.
Working with community, business and private sector partners, Boeing supports

education programs designed to develop a globally competitive workforce and
strong communities. By investing our time and resources into strengthening

educator leadership, hands-on experiential learning, early learning and mentoring
around the world, Boeing seeks to Inspire students and prepare them for the 21st

century workforce.

MOR ETHAN Whlie each community faces its own local education Since 2008 Boeing has officially supported
priorities and challenges, science, technology, more than SsO FIRSr Robotics teams with

5( engineering and math (STEM) education is globally funding and employee volunteer mentors,
recognized as a key to workforce preparedness and continued innovation. Learn more about Boeing's

/ education investments.

OF BOE NGS
To influence the next 100 years of aerospace innovation, we belíeve that our global partnerships with

SUPPORT higher education institutions are critical for preparing today's students with tomorrow's skills. We
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS Strategically support education through internships, student projects, research and development, and

Rt D charitable investments. Partnering to provide hands-on opportunities prepares students to succeed
when they join our team to make the next great leaps in aerospace. Learn more about Boeing's

(Jniversity Relations.

Environment

Air itself is our element, so it's not surprising that we maintain a deep
commitment to protecting the natural resources we all share. Boeing's
focus on technology, innovation and enviornmental leadership,
demonstrate our strategic drive to align everything we do - from
community engagement to our products and services and our
business practices - toward a cleaner world. Better environmental
performance is not just good for the planet, it's good for our business
and for our communites worldwide.

Boeing has a history of achieving the impossible through the confidence to lead,

the courage to Innovate and the ingenuity to transform dreams into reality.

http://www.boeing.com/boeing/companyoffices/aboutus/community/community_engage... 12/15/2014
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Boeing's long tradition of innovation has helped make air travel 90 percent quieter Boeing collaborates with the Roundtable on

and 70 percent cleaner since the 1960s. And we are committed to continually aan e it sa aÎlnf1r s in

improving the environmental performance of our products and services, through Southeast Asia grow plants for sustainable

new technologles, sustainable fuels and operational efficiencies. °iduuekpro ua innwhHe improving their

As a committed, responsible environmental leader focused on healthy global
growth, we collaborate with research institutions, customers, universities and governments to solve problems and educate our
communities about the importance of environmental protection and preservation. Every day, thousands of Boeing employees
around the world lead activities and projects that create continuous improvements in the areas of energy, water and materials

conservation.

Boeing also is accelerating improvements in the environmental performance of the company's operations, as business continues
to grow. Increasingly, Boeing is seeking opportunities to incorporate energy conservation technologies and sustainable
materials into new building designs as well as to reduce the amount of water used and waste generated by our facilities,

earning us the designation U.S.Environmental Protection Agency ENERGYSTAR Partner of the year for the past several years.
For more information see our Environment Report.

Learn more about Boeing's environment investments.

Military and Veterans
Recognizing the unique value that service members, veterans, and
military families bring to their communities and jobs as a result of
their service and sacrifice, Boeing creates opportunities and invests in
partnerships that provide pathways to build better lives for them, their
families, and their communities.

Leadership, management, teamwork, accountability and responsibility -these are
some of the essential skills that military veterans develop during their service. But

as they return home and seek to put those skills to work, some face obstacles to
employment that can seem Insurmountable.

Boeing employs more than 23,000 veterans and reservists and stands by to assist

others through collaboration with non-profit and business partners. Committed to Boeing contr buted over $16 m liion in 2o13

easing the transition from military life to the private sector, we support to orm vneS rt

educational, mentoring and job training programs. Additionally, we maintain our
own military skills translator tool which enables U.S.armed forces personnel and veterans to find Boeing career opportunities

that best align with their experiences.

The Boeing Employee Veterans Association provides a forum where employees can ensum that our veterans' dedication and
service are never forgotten through year-round recognition, community engagement and networking events. Learn more about
Boeing's militarv veteran investments.

Humanitarian Relief

There is no greater privilege than helping those in need. In the face of
natural disasters or humanitarian need, Boeing's people and products
are often present to help communities around the world.

Working with our global network of products, customers, suppliers and community

partners, Boeing is uniquely positioned to make a difference during disaster and

humanitarian relief efforts and be a force for positive change.

Through our ongoing Humanitarian Delivery Flights program, Boeing and its airline
customers combine the dellvery of new aircraft with vital relief and humanitarian

missions. More than 50 airline customers have collaborated with Boeing on more

than 170 humanitarian delivery flights since 1992, bringing more than one million

pounds of aid including medical supplies, food supplements, equipment and Boeing, Ethiopian Airl nes and Seattle

clothing for relief workers, and educational materials to those in need. si"7s carea I er uni adnia atnh fohr the

Atong with this new airplane, the flight

Learn more about Boeing's humanitarian relief Droaram. delivered approximately 20,0o0 pounds

& Letter of Inaulrv for humanitarian relief {g9 e ¡kilograms) of medical suppliesto

Boeina International l Dixetsity | Cornorate Citirenshin i Fnvironment i Government Onerations | yjdens |IEneAEK

Copyright © 1995 - 2014 Boeing. All Rights Reserved.Site Terms | Privacy a cookie Policv i Contact ils | fAQ

http://www.boeing.com/boeing/companyoffices/aboutus/community/community_engage... 12/15/2014
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|Search About Boeing |

H
About Us

General Information The ŠoËingCompany Charitable FocusArea Objectives

Executive Biographies BoeingAocuses our contributions and efforts in the following key areas:

Advertising and Éand Culture
Branding Övic Encaaement

Boeing International Education: Fariv LearninoEducation: Primarv/Secondary

Culture R Environment

Diversity & Health and Human Services

Please note: These objectives may be more narrowly focused according to local community needs.Before submitting an
Education application or contacting a site representative, please read the local anidelines for your region to best understand the priorities

Environment and processes for that area.

Corporate Citizenship

Community
Engagement

Employee Engagement

seeking Support from
Boeing

Government Operations

Safety and Health at
Work

History

Research Assistance

Tours

Boeina Internatinnal | Diggg¡ity | Cornorate CitI7enshin ] Environment Government Onerations | yjdagg Ig ages

http://www.boeing.com/boeing/companyoffices/aboutus/community/focus_objectives.page 12/15/2014
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Arts & Culture
Theory of Change: If we provide lifelongarts andcultural experiences,individualswill develop anappreciationfor different

perspectives,deepen their criticalandcreativethinking andbe better preparedto exceiin workandlife.

Program Goal: Engage communitiesto participateinand sustainarts andculturalexperiencesin orderto broadentheir
perspectives,cultivate creativity andhelp produce a multi-disciplinaryworkforcepreparedto solvecomplexissues.

Arts Engagement Arts Education
components: Performancesand exhibits which challengeand Componentst£ducagânsiactivitiesthatnurturecreativityin
broadenpeople'sview of the world throughthe introductioriof students,helpingto fogri creativeand critical thinkingskills.
differentperspectives.Helporganizationscultivate practicesthat Professiona0deveioymentfor teachers and administrators.Enable
build ordiversifytheir audienceand testnewmodelsor systems schoolsystemsto maintainorenhanceadseducationprograms.
approachesto addressfinancial sustainabuity.

Outputs:
Outputs: • Numberofstudent participants
• Numberof performancesorexhibitionscreated • Numberof arts practitionersandinacherparticipants
• Numberof programparticipants • Coitectionandassessmentof evaluationdata from students

• Increasedsupportof the arts (revenue, patronage,audience and practitionerg
diversity) Outcomes:

Outcomes: • Demonstratedcreativityby studentsovettime
• increased participationby communitymembers in arts and • Increasedcreativethinking content in classroomactivities

cultural activitiesover time • Sustainedartaeducation school programsin communities
• Sustainedarts programmingin a community • Increasedvisibility or scaling of modei programs
• Growthin performancesorexhibitsover time • Lifedongartsparticipation
• Financialsustainabilityof arts and cultural

organizations/events

• Strengthenedand/or revitalizedneighborhoodsand
communitiesover time

coppiginosnio aoeins.ANriaansressivesi.
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Civic Engagement
Theory of Change: If individuals assumeleadership roles and/orengage in civicdiscoursewithincommunities,then they

will be better informed and take actionsto benefittheircommunity.Thiswill resultin cross-pultwalcommunicationand
understanding of local,regionaland global culturessperspectivesand issues.

Program Goal: Increasepublic understandingand engagement in the processesandissuesthat affectour communities.
Develop currentand futureleaders to buHdbetter communities.

CMc Discourse
Components:
Projectsthat bringvarious membersof our communitytogether to developknowledge,
reflect,debate,and build plansto address importaintcivic issues.Programsthat provide
developmentopportunitiestergetedat buildingstrong leaderswithina community -

Outputs:
• Numberof communityforums/discussionsheld
• Numberof programparticipants
Outcomes:

• Increasedleadershipskills
• Increasedparticipationrates in communityissues overlime
• increasedvisibilityand scaling of modelprograms



GlobalCorporateCitizensNp

Education - Early Learning
Theory of Change: if we advancethe cognitive,social,emotionalandphysicalcapacitiesof childrenfrombirth through

age five by providing professionaleducational tools/resourcesto their earliest teachersandeducatingparentsand
caregivers,thenchildrenwill engagein lifelong teamingandsucceedin schoolandin life.

Program Goal: Support systemicimprovementsin early careandeducationprogramsthat will ensurethe deliveryof and
access to quality early learning opportunities for children from birth to age five.

Parent/Caregiver/Educator Development Build Capacity
Components: Evidence-basedprogramsthat lacreaseparentecaregiverand Components.School readinessapproachesthat
childcareproviderunderstandingof early childhooddevelopment(e.g.cognitive, promote collaborationbetweenpublicagencies,
social, emotionaland physical).Programsthat strengthenthe capacityof early schooldistrictsand early teaming programs.
care and educationprofessionals.Programsthat teachparentsandcaregivers Partnership(s)amongkeyearly careandeducation
the importanceof a healthy diet and physicalactivityto supporta child's stakeholdersto promoteand/or advocatefor systemic
developmentand readinessto succeed in schooland life. change.

Outputs: Outputs:
• Numberof caregiversreceivinginformationor training • Numberof communitysessionsdelivered
• Numberof parentacompletingworkshops • Numberof childcaresites participatingin

Numberof formaland informalcaregiverscompletingprofessional collaborations
developmentprograms Outcomest

• Number of chlidten served • Changesin curriculaandprogramsthat reflect
• Numberof parentsand caregiverswhoknowwhereand howtoaccess an increasedunderstandingofquality early

healthyoptions teamingelements -

Outcomes: • Increasedsuppoporvisib|1(of model programs
• Comparativeschool readiness intoeducationssled åd integrateearly
• Schoolachievement(academicandsocial)over time learningand primarygrades
• Teacher competencyover time • Increasedvisibility or scaling of model programs
• Parentsdemonstrateunderstandingof early childhooddevelopment
• Teachersand categiveraareadequatelytrained

coppigme20toaneing.MetaMareserved. - '
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Education - Primary i Secondary
• Theory of Change: If a student attends schoolswith strongschoolleadership,weR-preparedteachersand mentors,is supportedby informedand

engaged parents andcategivers, andparucipatesinengagirig curriculumthat focuses on the skills necessary to acquireknowledge throughout life
andapply that knowledgesuccessfully,thenthat student will be preparedto participate effectively in the workforceandconfiributeto society.

• Program Goal: Ensure that all students develop2ist centuryskills andgainSTEM knowledge andexperiencesto b&stledessfulin life. Strengthen
keycomponents of the educational system toestablishteamingenvironmentswherestudents canapply the knowledge they gain in real and
relevantways;specificaily,supportschoolandteacherleadershipdevelopmentandinquiry-based, hands on programsorcurricula that align to
rigorousacademiestandards.

Teacher Professional Development School Leader Professional Development Programor CurriculaAlignment and

Components: Professional development, Components: Professional development, coaching, Mprovement
coaching,and/or continuing education and/orcontinuing education programsforschool Components: Evidence4asedprograms and
programs for teachers that ensure administratorsto support improvements in the curriculumthatstimulatestudentengagement by
competence in subject matterand delivery of management and delivery of effective educational focusing ontheskillsnecessaryto acquire knowledge
curriculaand programsthat improve both the programsand curricula,and of thenurtudng of thoughout lifsandthe abililyto applythat knowledge
rigor ofwhat a student leamsandhow they strong,supportive teachers, mentors and parents successfully.Includes relevant,inquiry-based, hands-
leamand apply that knowledgein restand with thegoal of creating leamingconditions that onteamingand thestrengtheningof leaming
relevant ways. Improveboth the rigorof whata studentteams and experiences tomakeSTEM careers moreaccessible.

th andapply thatknowledge in realand Outputs:
Numberofteacherstrained • Numberof participantsinprograms,including STEM

• Extent of adoption of improvements in Output* programs
system • Numberof leaderstrained • Year-over-yearstudentretentionratesin activities or
• Level of integration of inquky-based • Extent of adoptionof improvementsto existing programs,includingSTEMrelatedactivities or
leaming modelswithiri system programs - er - ,, - i e

etevelof integrationofinquiry-based leaming •Level ofirdegratioNbetweenout-of-school and in-
Outcomest schoolprograms
• Improvementsin teacher competencyover Outcomes:
time; especially integratingandfacliliating •lmprovements inschool leader performance over Outcomes:
inquiry-based teaming incurricula,where time;especiallyintegratinginquebased teaming •improvements instudentoutcomes,including
appropriate intotheschoolenlronment academicperformance,demonstrationof 21st
• Improvements in studentoutcomes, •lmprovements in studentoutcomes,ktcluding centuryskills,and/orinterestlevelsin STEM subjects
including academicperformance, academicperformance,demonstrationof 21st - orfields,
demonstration of 21st centuryskills,and/or century skills,and/or interestlevels inSTEM • Levelofdisseminailónspd adoption of quality
interest levels inSTEM subjects or fleids. subjects or fields. prricula
+ Increasedvisibility/scatingof model •incremed visibliitylagaßngof modelprograms - einemased modelprograms
programs



MM*o' GkM Citizenship

Environment
Theory of Change: Ifwe engagecommuniGesin understandingtheimportanceof environmentalprotectionand

preservation, then together we wiil take the necessarysteps toward reducing ourimpactonclimate changeand the
environment, working together to ensure a sustainable future.

Program Goat Educate and engage communitiesabout the importanceof takingaction to reducetheirimpacts onthe
environment and climate change.

Environmental Education Aimed at Community Projects Leading to Energy Conservation
Changing Behavior Efficiency or Reduction Components: EnvironmentelproJects

Components: Environmentaleducation Components: Youthand adult hands-on which protect, restore and managecritical
insideand outsidethe classroomfocusedon communityenvironmentalprojects. landsand watersystems.
energyefficiency,reducingimpactonthe

environmentand conservation. Outputs:
Numberof programparticipants • Numberof prograryparticipants

Outputs: • Numberof hectaresfacres
Percentof repeatparticipants

• Numberof programparticipants me, protected/restoredor managed
• Percentof repeatparticipants • Numberof collaborations/

• Behavioralchange overtime
• Percentof peopleparticipatingin more partnershipswith stakeholderse.g.Improvementin energyefficiency

than one program(repetition) farmers, landowners,etc.Environmentalimpacts
Outcomes: * Numberpf eco-marketsdeveloped

mprovemente.g.energyuse,CO2
• Behavioralchange over time Outcomes:e .a1
• Environmentalimpactsimprovement Growthinhectares/acresprotectedSystemic improvementsacross s

egg.energy use,CO2 reduction,etc. or restoredover time
multipleenvironmentalcomponents

increasedvisibility or scaling of model • Water improvemente.g.water,air,habitat etc.
programs : Eco-markets, Mitigationtoward

4 Programleveragee.g.studentsteach t environmentaleconomic

to their familiestfriendsfotherstudents improvements



gourgo GlobalCorporateCitizenship

Health & Human Services
Theory of Change: If we help underservedindividuaisincreaseincome/resourcesandaccesshealthcare,then indMduals

and families wiil have a greaterchanceof beingeconomically self-sufficient andcontributing to their successin life.

Program Goal: Individuals are trainedin relevantjoblemploymentskills,obtainemployment,buildfinancialassets,access
health services,andimprovehealth.Additionally,programsprovide forthe economicgrowthofunderserved
communities through socialenterprisesand systemic improvementsin servicedelivery.

Workforce Development Humanservices andWeNuess BuRdCapacity
Components: Components: oomponents:
Outcome-based programsthat helpthe underserved prepare for Programsthauncreaseaccessto healthcare Projects that makehealth andhuman
and access employment inhigh demand industries andimpove services and/orpromotehealthy lifestyles, servicesdelively systemsmoreeffective
their economicself-sufliciency through job training, Pograms that provide preventiveservicesandlar and ellicient.Projects that decrease
financialibusiness literacy education, social enterprise or teach the importance of a healthy dietand regular systemcosts,increase eamed revenues,
microenterpriseprograms,accessto benefits,post-secondary exerciseto high-risk populationsto ensuregood improveoutcomesand promote ongoing
education readiness,andretention services.A specialfocusarea health for successinschool,woA and life, teamingfororganizationsand
is workforce programs for military veterans, a groupthat copimynides.'
traditionally faces great challenges in transitioning frommilitary to outputs:
civilian employment. • Numberof participantsservedtyliealthcare Outputa:

services • Numberofcommunitysessions
outputs: • Numberof participants inwellness delivered
• Numberof peoplesho gainnew or enhanced programs • Numberoforganizations

jobibusinessilinancialliteracyskills • Numberof peoplereporting improveditealth parGcipatingincollaborations
• Number of trainingsconducted outcomes Outcomeer
* Number of peoplewho gain ernploymentuponcompletion • Numberof peoplewhoknowwhereand • Decreasedagency orsystemcosts

of program howto eccesshealthyoptions overtime
• Numberof people whoadvancolntheir careersor increase Outcomes: • Increasedeemedrevenueover time

wages as a resultof participation inprograms • Growth inwellnessprogramparticipa6on • a :D (mprovedclientoutcomes

port

a increases in family financial assets (eamings,savingse o Proportion of peopleservedaccessing orvisibility of
reducedtaxes etc.)overtime healthyoptionsover time issuesandwork

• Job retention overtime • Reductioninpreventablehealth related
• Decreased unemployment rates conditions overtime

• Economicsecurityoverilme


